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Calhoun Stays On

I

/•
. Kelch

Kuae
Hit11op

stairReporter

In a meetin8 o.f the General
~sembly ~edn~day

night ,full of

d1scrcpanc1es, H?ward University
Student Associati_f n (HUSA) presi dent Emory Calhoun was given until
Nov. 20, the next General Assembl y
meeting, to rectify his problem of ineligibility, or hi office will be
declared immedia ely vacant.

The General As embly, consisting
of undergraduate land graduate student assembly members, passed the
decision with a vqte of 18 in favor,

11 against, and one abstension .
According

Keith Henderson,
coordinator of the Undergraduate
Student Assembly (UGSA), the
UGSA took it uaon themselves to
hand deliver all or1the memos telling
members or the meeting, because the
HUSA orrice wasl not getting them
out.
· Since Calhourt.i official chairman
of the general assembly, Ricky Pharr
coordinator of the Graduate Student
~ Assembly, was nominated" and then
appointed chairm an pro tempore
during the proceedings.
Durjng th< ope~ing rema'ik• and
following discussion, Calhoun
discussed the p"'roblem of his in·
eligibility as president as well as
measures hi;_ has taken to rectify the
matter .
According to Calhoun, he is in the
pf<?cess of appedling two grades,
however there is One grade that has
• been in question fo r a while .
10

1

HUSA Asks for
Coke Boycott

I

•• I went to the Professor and the
professor expressed a willingness to
put forth that grade," said Calhoun.
' 'U pon deciding so, the chairman of
hi s department sent back the
recommendation.
••At that time, he did no t get in
contact with me to let me know what
had occurred. Thus, I was going
under the assumption that it could be
taken' care of. In talking to the chairman of the department, tl;le ch,airman
assured me that there woul~ be no
problem in getting the professOr to go
forward with the grade change .'.'
However, Calhoun said that his
sit uation is one that requireC:l more
time than he had to rectify it .
A decision by the HUSA policy
board in it s Oct . 17 meetirig gave
Calhoun until Friday, Oct.I 25 to
resolve his problem of ineligibility, a
decision subject to ihe approval of
the General · Assembly . But the
General Assembly did not lhave a
quorum, the majority of members
present needed to vote at their Oct . 1
23 meeting, so the policy board deci sion was declared void . ~
Calhoun said that for personal
reasons he did not take a final exam
or lab in one class . He has appCaled
a grade on that basis .
''The reason 1 did not take the
final exam and lab d.iring that last
week and a half of school is because
1 have personal reasons I cannot
divulge.''
When asked how Jong it\ wou ld
1ake fo r his situation to be rectified,
Ca lh oun said it \tOuld be an uncer tain amount of time .
I
' 'I have cleared all channelS I have
to go through to get my gradei changed . Now it's just a fuatter oflgetting
the teacher to recommit himself . I
can 't really say when the professor
has agreed to make the change, simply because the professor is afraid to
do it because of the inaccurate information presented in The Hilltop."
Accordina to Calhaun, he gave his
per~o nal reasons for his incligibitiry
to Dean Evaru Crawford, ct'ean of the
university chapel, who is utilizing his
influence to verify that his matter is
indeed personal . However , Calhoun
has not had a chance to ask Crawford
to write a letter verifying that his
reasons are personal .

\
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William Christian
Hillcop Staff Reporter
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Kwam' Tou~ . rorm,rty Slok,ly Carmi<:had, sl~Slt"d sluden1 ln,·olv'm'nt in th'
mol'tment .
·

li~ntlon

Toure Challenges. H.U.
Student Particip~tion

''Anyone can say they love someone
but it must be proven. ''Toure' s ex:
ample was, if your mother was being
Kwame Toure, formerly known as raped, a.nd you saw her and turned
S1okely Carmichael, emphaSized the your back and folded your arms, how
role of students in the struggle for . can you say you love her if you would
liberarion before a capacity frowd in not aid her in the struggle? The same
the school of Business Auditorium app~ to Black America; if one loves
last Mo~. •... ...,...
-":"-- ... &t.e - .e~ck . cqrgmunity, then one
wourd aid lier in the struggle for
Throughout his-spooch, sponsored liberation.
by the liberal Arts .S tudent Council,
''Dedication involves sacrifice,•• he
the
Undergraduate
Student said and emphasized that we cannot
Assembly, and the "All African Pco· aid only for reward or a badge.
pie' s Revolutionary Party, Toure ''Don't look for a badge, look for a
stressed the importance of organiza- bullet .. We must be willirig to catch
tion and dedication within the Black bullets today for our people, opp6sscommunity and the imponance of ed to receiving a badge. For instance,
Continued on page 3
s1u,dents to organize.
the bullet that Dr. ·King received. for
the struggle for liberation was far
'' We must organize to come up
more beneficial to Blacks than a
with a solution that will make us a badge.
''
collective aroup," he said. Students
Toure urged Howard students to
s hould therefore join various
join the All African People's Revoluorganizations on campus or within
the com munity, such as the National tionary Party to establish a collective
effort. In the past, the AAPRP has
Urban League, National Association atcempted to unite with such
I for the Advancement of Colored
As a result of colonialisn1, the Peopl~. or any other organization organizations as the Southern ChrisAfri can continent was carved up in· that see ks to unite the Black com- tian Leadership Conference, the
NAACP, the Urban League, and
to 50 states . A panel chaired by munity, he said.
MinisterLouis Farrakan . However ,
ARSP Director Robert Cummin gs ,
each time, something would occur to
echoed Kwame Nkrumah 's call for Al1hough Blacks' largest problem apbe the ability
to organize,
the
br·n
· · Th'is is
· y,·h Y
1 g a bout d.ivision.
Africa to unite to overcoming pro- pears
most to
important
is dedication
from
students should organize so that aid
blen1s such as drought and deser- Blacks.
, W
will be directed toward a solution in
tification which transcend national
' e lack love,"
people that
the·ctBlack struggle for liberation • he
boundaries .
demonstrate
Toureactually
said.
AccordiQg to UNSO Director Ber- [";~:;.::.:;,;:.:;;..;;;:.;.:;.:.....:.::::~..!:~;_-s!lai!.!2.._
. ___________
tin Borna, donor policies someti1nes
thwart attempts at African unity . /
Although regional and subregional
organizations exist, donor countries !
prefer to make bilateral agreement s.
Another legacy of colonialism is
William Christian
Hilltop Staff Reporter

J o.urntllists to Ensure
More African News
~igman

Laura
Hilltop Staff Reporter

If you watch te~evi s ion yo u knoY.'
there are people starving in Africa. Ir
TV is your only source of information you may think the fa mine is a
quirk of nature or the curse of a
Communist-inspired govern ment on
a continent whCre an impotent
population. is wai~ing fc;>r _a hand out .
Journalist s Who Joined \l.'ith
development expert s at an ln1ernational Symposium on Drought and
Desertification held at the Blackburn
Center last·weekend, hoped to ensure
students receive more news about
Africa, better ana:Jysi s of the subject the exp~rt orientation of I African)
~nd the African persepective or the
economies
. What
grow
i~
sold
abroad
so thatrarmers
countries
mu st
issue .
pay to import what they eat, he said
The conference; was sponsored by
1
the African Studies and Research . One
countrie"i export cropS
Program,
the
United
Nations
1
1s to get~ foreign currency to meet in~
Sudano·Sahalaia~ Office, The Naterest payments on the escalating
tional Alliance o\IThird World Jour- foreign dept due in part to the neep
nalists (NATW JI and the National to import food. Hunter !2ollege pr .
Association of Black Journalists fessor Henry Jackson said debts
9
(NABJ). It called on Black oowned should be forgiven and the mone~
media and Afro--American jourrialists put into projects promoting sel f.
to forge new lin~s with Africans at sufficiency in food .
both official and grassroots levels.
~ccording to Leila McDowell·
Head, western .f.ult-inational co rEconomist Robert Brown F,
porations contro~ ~ .5 0111 of every 4 · political economist Nzongola-Ntala!ja
words in the "Yorld media . The a.nd at.her~ no.ted _that internatiodal
NATW J co·coordinator said a New f1na11c1al 1nst1tut1ons . such as !he
International Information Order is .. World ~ank ~are ~till prp mot1fg
needed to guarantee adequate sources ~.conom1c stratcg1~s based
n
and an alternate paint of view.
export-led growth . Browne a d
A . Peter Bailey, of the NABJ, Nzongola were amon~.tho~e. who ~s~
noted that the vocabulary itself of the deplored the lack ~r pol1t1cal. will.
U.S. media can introduce a bias. For on the part of African leaders 1n this
example, rebellions are ter'{hed ''race reward .
riots .••
.worldwatch scientist Lester Broiwn
The former editor of Malcolm X's said the real key to dealing Yl!ith
newsletter Bkx:k/osh added that there drought is ''planting trees, conservis a need for deepir analysis of ing soil, and planning families.' /.
African issues . ''When people find
Other scholars disagreed th at
out about the resources in South
Africa, they understand that apar· papulation pressure is a cause / of
theid is an cconr mic, not a moral drought in . Africa or a brake on
development . But there was a general
issue,'' he said.
Eyewitness accoynts of how the consensus that, although Africa Still
Senegalese are working to solve their needs emergency food, food alo~·e is
own problems were followed by no substitute for aid to btlild the
scholarly debate concerning the technical expertise and infrastru ure
historical, ecological, political and which will enable Africa to become
economic aspects of the current self-reliant and capable of withslan·
ding disasters in the future.
dro!llht.
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Bison Lose 40-14

•

Offense Still.Stagnant
Marcus Warren
Hilltop Scaff Reporter

..J

Paul Burley
Hilltop Staff Reporter
Student registration was the topic
of di.icussion at a meeting in Lock~
Hall auditorium coordinated by tlte
Undergrad uate Student Assemf>ly
(UGSA) Wednesday night.
UGSA Grievance Director,
Michael Adams, opened the discus$ion which featured William Sherrill,
dean of Admissions and Records,
Bursar Alfred 0. Roscoe Jr., and
Goldie Claiborne, director of Finan·
cial Aid and Student Employment.
Both students and administrators
concerns regarding the registration
process were discussed. Among those
concerns were delinquent tuition and
loan payments, a more modernized
registration system, fraud, and long
lines to get validated registration
cards.
· ed h
h
oscoe
expa1n
tat
t
e 1ong
. R
h BI
I1nes at t e ursar's Office are a
result of students who do not have
mone}' to pay their bills, but want to
make an arrangement to stay in
school .
.
"Those who miss Dec. 6, (due date
for payment for Spring registration)
have an<;ither ~hance Jan.'· or else
one m us t ma k e an arrangement.
Usually it is the same people over and
over again . We are trying to remind
the students they have an obliaa·
tion," said Roscoe .
i
h
.{'T e question of lines must be
JoOked into very carefully,'' said

~herrill .
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passing on the drive, 1ncluding a SS
yarder to junior wide receiver
Herbert Harbison . Jt would have
'
Whatlookedasifitmayhavebeen gone t he d tstance,
but Bison defen·
a closely played game by the Bison sive back Conrad.,A.ustin made the
turned into a rout as North Carolina saving tackle on Howard's seven.
A&T downed Howard 40--14 last
After throwing incomplete on first
Saturday in Greensboro.
down, Hooker eluded the fierce
Aggies quarterback, Allan Bisonrushandgallopedintotbecnd
Hooker, had a phenomenal day. He zone untouched for the score. The
completed 22 of 27 passes for 3S3 first half ended with the score knotyards and four touchdowns. ·He also ted at seven.
had 27 yards rushing for aiiother
At this point it was still anyone's
''Some will do it (register) on
touchdown.
·
game, b ut H ooker took the A&gies
time, and some, for varying reasons
• ''He's a ' difference maker on a cause into his own hands in the scwill linger . They may wind up in line .
football team," said Bison. h'ead COnd half. The , A&T quarterback:
''I have not seen Jines here like I coach Willie Jeffries.
struck swiftly, on the Aaics first
have seen at the University of ·
The Howard defense went .into the series, hitting a wide open Jesse Britt
Maryland and GWU (George
game intent on squelching A.&T's air for a 63 yard toucbdown.
Washington University),•• Sherrill
game. On the Aggies ftrst possession,
A&T scored twice more on their
said . ''Any of you who have been to
however, they were cauaht off n~t two possessions, -aivina them a '
register for a concert Or for >·our car,
balance by A&T's ability 't o run the 27·7 lcad. Howard's fmal score came
have seen that there is no way to
ball. A&T drove from their-20 yeard wbcn tailback Harvey Reed took it in
alleviate this problem . One solution
!inc to ~oward's 13. A pateqµal scor~ from 12 yards out~ Reed finished the
may be to have s~udents regis,ter
1ng drive was nullified when game with ·88 yards rushing.
1hroughout the entire year."
sophomore linebacker Marvin
Aggies head coach Maurice Forte
The university has a co1nputerized
Jackson intercepted a Hooker pass used an eight man front to check the
system that was implemented· in 1977
on the Bison three.
potent Bison around game.
said Sherrill and an on-line com·
It was a pitched ·defensive battle · ••we wanted to m.te them beat us
puterized system since .1982.
inost of the first hal~, with Howud with the pass. We got bun with tbC
''Touch·type phones was a recori-t- effectively pressuring the Auies pass. We got hurt several times with
mendation that I made six years
qua~erba~k, either with a sac~ or.by the pass, \1ut our 1boys settled down
ago,•• said Sherrill. ''Students would
making htm run out of the pas5llll and kept their n nnins game from
pick it up and phone in courses which
pocket.
really aettinc' on track,'' said Forte.
would be reviewed by advisors and
The scoring drouf.bt ended when . Forte. wu quick to note that the
run (into the computer).
Howard quarterback Lee. DcBole Jl;i"';'D have• relatively youna team
''Itrcquiresfunds,"hesai'd." We dipped·in~thewellandoon'!"dedon. and that they will improve in the
fl ker Curtis
· ft
recommend that funds be made a 5 I Yar: d omb to•n
u ure .
I t d oes not ·sooth the Bison in the
available to alleviate the operati' ons.
Chappel. Jon Nicolisen's extra point
Recommendations arc made con·
~as t rue and It looked as l'f thee·
~n pr--t
- · tho""~
....-. .,..,_
• uu7 are now one
tinuously . Bllt, the uni\•ersity has to
had everythina aoina their way with and six on the 1e110D u they ..... up
balance.the resources with the income
an early seven ·to nothina lead.
• to take on Norfolk Stlfc this Satur·
ijnd the delinquency in order to ar' ·The Aagies mounted a 96 yard day at Bison lladiµm.
.
scoring drive on their very Delrt saies,
Norfolk S~ bu a lllx two
rive at a decision . You are talking
which switched the momentum to record fOI" the year. Their oal:y lat1e1
a~ou~ millions of dollars to com- A&T.
came It the he.... ol Wi111a and
1
puter1zc
·
M
~
~ I '•'*'!·
~
••w al&.th~ .operations.
'lf we stop them,. w~'re up seven,,
Ss.e are_1_etttng closer to getting nothing. Bµt they scored and thal tam b d oil-'!! WWle I ;1, bu
the university to understand the stu·
made it seven, seven'' said Jeffries. ~ • OYSall record of l~J6 4.
dent's predicament,'' he said.
It started when DeBow' pus wU .l~vina him recood.
active
AccordingtoClaiborne,theFinan· .picked off by an~ clefemi-' · .
·
cial Aid office has to handle $32
~
Dack on North Caro
AAra four
Cf 3, • 1
Continued on P.•e 6
yard line. Hooker wu two for4bree
• t 5 •

c 0 mp u t er System· D 0 es
N0t

At the flagpole last Friday an
unusual red, green, black and white
banner with a soda can as an emblem
hung under the U.S. and Howard
University flags. It read ''Coke Ain't
It."
Todd Shaw, director of Research
and Education Development for the
Howard University Student Associa·
lion (HUSA) asked the crowd of ap.
I 100
proximate Y
to boyCQtt Coke pro-ducts during the HUSA Free South
Africa rally.
1 ,
Shaw informed the audience that.
Coke has 48 plants throughout the
African continent, and many are
located in South Africa, where ••our
brothers and sisters are constantly being underpaid ••
· .
.
We ~~ ~ot going to put ir ~ent. in
a mul~1m1ll1on dollar corporat~on like
Cokes econ~my by boycptt1ng .but
we co~ld d1rC<'.t. those .(~n~s into
sorneth1ng pos1t1ve by g1"."1ng the
monc:y to H .U.S.A. SC? that 1t c~n be
donated to the African . Nat10.nal
Co ng~es ~ and .other · liberation
organ1zat1ons, said Shaw.
_The crowd was told that apartheid
still exists in America and that
Howard has been criticized by
various organizations because of the
lack of panicipation in the liberation
movement. The CongreSsional Black
Caucus, said Shaw ''discussed
Howard at a meeting and asked
~ow~d University what are you .d o.
1ng 1n the struggle against apar·
theid?''
·
.
The Coca Cola Company is a
'' blood thirsty company'' according
to Steve X, project director for
HUSA, whose statement aggressively pumped the crowd. They ar~ in
South Afriq ~k's bl9od <Iii·
ly a11d they have invesbneats in ct.fa.
m~d mines there, .•aid Steve.
Coke machines shouldn't be on
campus. We should put signs on
them," said Steve who asked the
crowd t? submit a letter to Dr. Cheek
requesting the machines' rem.oval.
''If that doesn't work w.e should
move them off. .. get them off our
campus.
. ''We must be the leaders, ',' he said
1n reference to Howard. ''So goes
Howard University, so goes Black.

Amer?ca· H9ward produces Black
American leaders and world leaders,
therefore we should make a move
that's conducive to uplifting Black
pcople ·all over the world .
''How can we act power unless we
look at it from an economic stand.
All these demons at Coke arc con·
ccmed about ,iS making money.''
A Howard student from South
Africa expressed his concerns for the
traditional response given to various
African organizations on campus
who he said are not rccogniud. Currently there arc 36 students from
Azania entolled at Howard and the
}late of ~crgcncy has bce11 going on
or years in South Africa, s&.id t1_ie
:~ent. who.. preferred to remain
en!Jfied. Howar~ lS ~ot~&. but
be:~lica of a Whit~ 1nst1tut1on.
m
sc students .don t ~no~ t~at
uch about Azarua. The 1nst1tut1on
should help aid South African
students by issuing them tuition
waivers, '' he said. The crowd did not
applaµd.
''Black man, you're on your own
now. You've got nothing to lose but
the-chairis of oppression,'' he said.
''Whether you like it or not, we will
take that land back ... every square
inch of it.••
Chris Cathcart, former HUSA
President, told the crowd that 20
years ago the campus was packed
with rallying, but not now. South
Africa has to much manganese, gold,
and diamonds for White South
Africans to let go and that Reagan
on the other hand led the killing
against the Black Panthers ii\ Califor·
nia. he said.
''Coke machines are a disrespect tO
you. We should not have to rally
about Coke," he continued: We are
not safe· if Reagan has power in
South Africa. Cathcart believes that
Black Americans should ''make moie
noise." Such incidents as the Allan·
IA Child Murders, Philadelphia's
Move situation or New York vigilante
Bob Goetz have Blacks saying it's a
shame.
''It's a shame, we're still saying it's
a shame! ,Q o out and rally alone
about South Africa, since we can't
get that in the Hilltop no mOre!''
HUSA President Emory Calhoun
asked the crowd to take the infonna·
tion they received back to their
classrooms because ''we as Blacks
will no longer be suppressors.''
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Where Are All the Good Black Men?

African Students ~snclatlon
of ttoward Unlver~lty
presents an
'
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Sonya Ramsey
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Friday, November 1
-8:00 pm 1
Blackburn C~nter ._,
Ballroom
. ~~.... · ·
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'Tickets:
$3.00 Admissio

'
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Party After Sbo"l
Tickets can be purchased

at C!:ramton Auditorium
I
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THE UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT
ASSEMBLY
in conjnnction with TRANSAFRICA
will be sponsoring
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Joe Polo Shirts Become HU. Trend

''HOWARD UNIVERSTY .
AGAINST APARtrHEID''
I

~.

Sherilyn Pruitt

•

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 1, 1985
Embassy of the Republic of South Africa
'

''Join

us i·n the fight agai st racial injustice'
•

For more information, contact:
eith Henderson or Sonya Lockett
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screening , and does most of the sales
Hilltop Starr Reporter
himself. Since his beginning, his
business has ·grown ·immensely.
He now carries sweatshirts, tee
'
Mafly people know him as Joe shirts, sweat
pants, shorts and most
Polo, or ''that guy who sells polo recentl y, stirrup pants.
'
shirts,''· but his real name is Kyle
Whitely"Started with one color , and
Whitley, and although he does not
now has a new machine which has a
major In business here at Howard, his capacity to print up to six color!t.
enirepreneural talent is evident .
Although his profits have multiplied,
Two years ag'o, Whitley wanted to .Whitely still does all qf the work in
make a .few extra dollars, so he decid- his own apartment.
cd to put his artistic talents to work .
When asked whether or not makHe knows how to silk screen shirts,
ing tee shirts was cutting into his
and he created a shirt that would ap- study time, Whitely said ''definitepeal to the Howard Universitycrowd . ly,'' but in the words of hi s father,
The first design was inspired by a he is trying to ''get the money while
''Camp Beverly Hills'' tee shirt, the money is hot ." . ..
which was closely followed by the
Recently he has run into other than
classic Ralph LaUren Polo Club shirt. academic obstacles. Since he does not
He incorporated the words Howard have a patent on his original designs,
t,Jniversity in ~l~ce of Beverly Hills otheFi vendq~~ have tb~p. C9pying ang
·ant:I 'Ralph 'Lauren.
sellihg th'em: to' Howard ·srudents. ·
While! order$'
· ;auJrbC silk ,,.. Whitey' tries to combat the com:

.

3501 Massachusetts lve., N.W.
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-by one's own bootstraps) and the barn and throw away what you don't
Hilltop Staff Reporter
laissez faire ideology of the govern- need in the basket. Also foresiJht, '
ment .''
where do you want to go in the relaLeashore also cited the solutions to tionship and making sure your part- ,
''Black Men: Where Have All the the problems of Black men; one is to ncr has the same vision and goals as
Good One's Gone?'', a program held instill new means to deal with the pro- • you do is vtry important.''
After the openina presentations by
Oct. 29, by the Howard University blems of crime, a national health inStudent Association (HUSA), surance program which woUld ad- the speakers, Bryant Moore, HUSA
discussed thC problems and concerns dress the problem of nine out of 10 vice-president, some questions to the
of Blac'k male and female relation· times a person can't get medical help panel. The discussion was then turnships. The topics discussed include if he can't pay, and to increase ed over to the audience. ''Do you fccl
ttle effects of unemployment, lack of employment opportunities, if a Black _ as men, we have abused sex?'' MOOre
education: and negative stereotypes man can't get a job, he can't support asked.
on the Black male, and what can the himself or the Black family."
Lcashore said, ''Many men are not
Michael Worsley of Tom Skinner taking responsibility for responsible
· Black woman do to suppo_rt. the Black .
and Associates another panelist, sex as much as females. ~·
man?
.
1
Worsley; said, ~· The issue boils
1Paul Scott, the human relations discussed the actual components
director of HUSA, explains the needed to have a strong Black male down to respect. The Black Woman
reason HUSA held this program. ''In and female rclatiOnship. ''Black men is an extension Of the Black male.
essence, a lot of people came to and women need to develop con- When he sexually abuses the Black
HUSA asking us to hold a program sistency, strength and decisiveness in women, he sexually abuses himself.''
their relationships. Most people think
Moore also asked about the causes
9 ~ this subject. We feel that Black
PfOple are in a predicanient that strength deals with exterior sources, of the divorce rate.
''Too often,in marriage people set
comes down tO the basic institution, strength comes from within. These
the family. Females play a tremen- people that base the strength of their . expectations that no one person can ·
dous role in the Black family. It's .relation ships on superficial things meet. That is a major factor in the
high time we realize the Black male' s such as, how well we dress or speak divorce rate,'' said Leashore.
Communication and committment
rightful position as leaders .with vi- when pressure arises, their relationsion and direction in the Black fami- ship collapses. Strength is directly are important strengths in a marriage
ly . We also wanted to make known r.Jated to character; you have to have according to Worsley.
One question that was raised by the •
the factors Of racism and ccononlics character to have strength. Conof
characte r
and audience was ''what is the definition
and social oppressions pressing Black sistency
decisiveness, making clear 1how much of a good Black male?''
males today.''
'' A good Black male is a man who
Dr. Boagart R. Leashore, assistant you want to give or get in a relationis technically excellent, (a good leader
dean of Howard University's School ship is also needed."
Worsley added ''as people we need or manager) and spiritually mature;
of Social Work discussed some of the
causes of the problems facing the to in our relationships, use hindsight while a gentleman in the audience
Blac k male. ''There arc three to learn from 11.1istakes made. in the contributed that a good Black man is
clements that contribute to the pro- past, insight, for, example the use of one who does something for himself
blems: of the Black male; racis'm the basket-barn approach, put or use and his pe<,>plc.''
social Darwinism, (pulling oncs~lf up what you n_eed in a relationship in the Continued on pal(• 8
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'

petition by offerirlg different colors,
styles , and designs, and once in a
while, by having a little sale.
.. In order to expand his business,

Whitley has gone to other schools
and designed shirts with individual
universities' names on them .
'
He has salesmen selling his shirts
at Hampton University, Fisk Univer- sity, Tuskeegee University, and
almost five other schools and col·

leges. He also designs shirts for college oriented events. For eXample, he
created shirts promoting the Virginia
beach party, labor day weekend, during the summer, the greek picnic and
most recently a shirt announcing the
Howard University Homecoming
Fashion Show . ·
In order to make life easier for
himserr, Whitley has made a r~
rangements to sell the tee shirts OJ,;t
of the Howard Campus store by, ttie
next semester. ·

•
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Slectrtca1 WJ:t.. n 11rbl.C, Com.pa.Mr lctenoe an.4

. .,'b' . . .ua. •a.Jon.

.

Thl Na.tion&l Security Agency is' responsible for
a.naJ1.zi.ng foreign communications, safeguarding our
govexjnment's vltal communications and securing
the government's computer systems .
Th three-fold m:lBSion requires unheard of soluttona to uniquely challenging problems . Thia 18 why
NSA . -in many areas-working wel l into the 21st
cent
. Now . you can work with us.
' HJ.e are just a. few of the possibilities:
~ ~ Resea.rch and development project.a ra.ngeotrom individual equipments to
com~lex tnteracttve systems involving micro.
p~1, mini-computers e.nd comput:er graphics .
Facilities for engineering ana.lysls a.nd design
a.utoba.tion a.re among the most a.dva.noed anywhere .
ea'mpa.ter lctenm. Interdisciplinary careers in·
elude systems e.nalysiS a.nd design , scientlftc a.pplica·
ttod progre.mmtng, data base management systems.
ope~ttng systems. graphtcs. computer security and
net+rk.1ng-a.ll 1n one of the w orld's largest com·
pu~r tnst&llations .
. .•bem•''.. Projects involve giving vita.lly imJ>OI"t4mt practical a.ppltcations to ma.thematica.1 con·
cep~. Spectf1o asstgrunents could include solving
communicattons-related problems. performing longra.nke mathemattca.1 research or evaluating new
'
techniques
for computer security .
Op. top of providing you with unheard of chal·
lenf1es, NSA offers a highly competitive salary e.nd
ben8nts pa.cka«e . Plus, you'll have the chance to live
tn <fie of the most exciting areas of the countrybetween Washington, D.C., and Baltimore, Md.
"(ou'd be sma.rt to learn more a.bOut all the options
yoU have with NBA. Schedule an interview through
your oollege pla.oement office or wr1te to the
Nafiona.I Security Agency .
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·THE FIFTH ANNUAL
SALUTE TO BLACK WOMEN
AWARDS BANQUET
'

.

•

'

'

•

'

.

I

,, NBA will be on campus November 19, 1986. llbr
&n appointment, conta.ct your pla.cemsnt oft'J.ce.

I
IIJm1ted summer opportunities for juniors
InfJorlng 1n Electrical Engineering, Computer

'
Bolenqe
lmd the above foreign languages.
<
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.

-
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Mother of Our Nation ... .
Success .of Our Future .. ~
THE BLACK WOMAN!
3.1915 5:00 "' J':OOfl- ~'I·
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Unheard of Career Opportunities

JATI~NAL Sl!:CU:fl.ITY AGENCY
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Citimenahip 1'9QU1red..
An llQU&l uppoi'\unl\1 •mployer.
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Students Express
•

I

•

oncern
.

.
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man and not take sides or give ad- ·
· ·committee should address. '
Earlier in the meeting, Calhoun ad- . vice," Henderson said.
dressed the issue of the constitution
Todd then amended his first mo-

" and its many loopholes. The General

•

Assembly went further to establish a
. .. .
.
.
special revisory committee for the
Du.ring the initial discussion among
The 1n~ttal motion at t~e meet1 8 . constitution.
those present at the mdcting, people was to give Calhoun until D~ . ~,
Marlene Wright, UGSA represen1
expressed their ml\)ly Concerns.
the end of the semester, to rectify ~IS tative for the School of Liberal Arts ,
Merridith Nielson', graduate status before the Ge~eral Asseml:Jly said, ''If hC is capable of receiving the
assembly represcntativCl said, ''It ap- takes any further action .
j
grades, then why should we take the
pears that you have no lwritten comW~en asked what s~eps ,he would office away from him?''
mitment from a) t~~ professor , ta~e i.~ aff~rded that time, Calho_pn
After the discussion, there followb)from the chairman qf the depart- sa1d I think that l could amass ed a discrepancy as to whether Dec.
ment, and c) from l he chaplain. enough reasons for the professor not 21 would be a mode by which he
Therefore, we •could assume that to veto it \the grade cha~ge) . If .1 could get his grade changed or bring
what you're saying is just a verbal don't have 1~ by Dec. 21 , I II subr 1t his average up .
agreement and someor,e is running my resignatio n ."
The motion was then withdrawn
scared, or else someoneiis intentional· - But Nielsor:i sa id that the mot~on and the floor open to new motions.
ly holding up the p~oces s so the w~~ completely c;> ut of order . I
Representative Clyd~ Green m~de
general assembly can vote against you
If we are go ing by the H Book a motio n to look at Article 4, Section
and remove you fro ml office.
Constit~tion, the moti~n to rem bve 2, Item 4 of the constitution and vote
''I hate to sound ¢ynical, but I the president of HUSA 1s stated ,J!ery o n ·Calhoun based on those qualificathink there might be ap effort to get clearly in Article 4 ~ Section 2, I em tions.
you out of office, an4 if that· is the 4. This body can o nly vote to retain
Representative Michael Todd
case, perhaps the best tnterests of the him or remove him . There cannol~ be made the motion to declare the office
students will have to heel ."
a motio'n for de'adlines. Are we go- o f HUSA president vacant due to his
According to Cha dlier Moore, ing by this constitutio n or not !'' he ineligibility as HUSA president .
financial advisor to HUSA,
said .
"'
,..
After further discussion on that
Calhoun's preside cY goes f a r
Greg Thornton , l:JGSA repre~en- motion, Calhoun presented a sheet of
beyond his grade poirt average .
· tative for the Sc hool of l iberal ~rts, paper and said, ''Withou_t prolong''Mr. Calhoun ha~ in no way,
said , '' The co nstitut ion does no~ ad - ing the process, I would like to subshape or· form stop~d being presi- dress a pro fe ssor who made .an erro r mit this letter to Mr . Pharr for the apdent of HUSA . H has been a in a grade or a president who is in the proval o f the General Assembly .
dedicated leader, teac er and guide,"
process of getting a grade changed .
Then Pharr apparently turned
Moore said .
That is wh y we should afford IMr . around and made personal comments
After the beginning discussion was Calhoun the op portun ity to at least to Calhoun .
closed, Pharr said th • t the body has
get that grade changed ."
A ccording to Henderson, Pharr
•
two alternatives: '' I) to start 1m'' We 've already stated that! the was out o f order as chairman pro
.
peachment procee~'i'· ng ss against
constitutio n needs to be revised ; an'C! tempore to turn around and make a
Emory or 2) to dec la~~ the office vaI think that this is the fi rst provfs ion
personal comment .
cant by a two-thir~ vote of the that the members o f the advisor
''He should be an impartial chairGraduate Assembl ' '
ooa.t:inued from pap 1

1

tion and restated it, saying that ''If

Mr. Calhoun has not rectified his

•

problem b y the next General
•

Assembly meeting on Nov . 20, his office will be declared immediately vaVincent Johns, dean of student life
an·d activities, said that he thinks the

situation should be re"solved, but he
had no further comment .
1
Henderson said that he was personally disappointed with the
decision.
''I think the student body is going
to view the General Assembly as soft
on policy making and shows that they

have a lack of follow-through and a
total disregard for the constituJion . ''

According to Hender.son , the
members he has talked to believe that
Calhoun should have resigned a Jong
time ago .
' 'The general consensus is that he
is ineligible," Henderson said .
Henderson said that he believes
some favoritism took part in the
decision.
' 'I sincerely hope he recti fi es his
situation by Nov . 20. However, I
d on't see any instructo r, dean o r
anyone else changing hi s grades
under these circumstances. I just
don't see it fea sible ," said
Henderson.
'' I don't think I have been a bad
president, said Calhoun . '' I am a student and, as all student s, we run into occasional difficulties.''

,,~'

r

cant .''

-------
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Financial Aid Deadline Today

•

Michelle D. Smith·

cessfuly completed a fdll-ti~e course
of study. Applicants for university

Hilltop Staff

scholarships must have a 3.0 O.P .A.

R~port~r .

or better for the preceding year .
•'Donating corporations ·want to
. know what the students are doing
which is why it is impor;tant for
students to list their extracurricular
activities on the designated line . ·
It is also important for students to
write their school and major on the
application said Claiborne because
some scholarships are restricted to
students in a particular school or
ma1or .
~
'' Students who are currently
receiving financi.al assistance must go
through i:he application process every
year .and resubmit a financial aid application," said Claiborne.
''The majority of assistance pro- ·
vided is need based, however, the
university has a merit based scholarship which · is solely based on
academic performance. The Competetive Scholarship Program is for
students who have done extremely

The deadline for submitting finan cial aid applications is today,. Nov. l
reminded Goldie Clairborne, directof
o f fin ancial aid and Student Employment last Monday during a sym -·
posium on Financial Aid in the
Undergraduate library lecture Hall .
Claiborne said that it is important
for student s to submit their applications on time in o rder to receive consideration for assistance and students
must also submit a Financial Aid
For:n (FAF) form as well as be in
good academic sta nding.
Students must be sure te answer
every questio n o n their application
and ' 'if the applications are not comPlete it reduces your chances of get ting assistance because you are competeing wit h other student s, " she
said .
'' If something is unusual about
o ur c irc um s r a n~es '' let us know by well on their SAT and are in the top
riting a letter expla ining your par- 10 percent of their graduating high _
ticular pro blem . We will take ·your school class," said Clairborne . ~
ci rcumstances into consideration.
''Transfer students are required. to
Priority for financi a l aid is given to
Continued on p.aae 8
full -time . students who have sue-

f

Cross Country
Runs Last Mile
At N.C. Meet
•

John Mitchell
H ill to p Staf f Repor1er

I

•

The H o ward U i;ii ver sit y cross
country team will Close out their
season at the conference championships held in Greensboro, N.C., o n
Saturday, Nov . 2. Both the men 's
and women' s teams tlave an exce.llent
-chance of winning .the coference
crowns in both divisions.
The men's team will be attempting
to wtn their fi rst championship ever .
They have run well !throughout the
seaS"on and they h~ve suffered no
serious injuries this IY_ear .
·
The men that hav~ been chosen ·to
represent the Bison on the seven
member team are :) John Branch,
Donald Battle, Randolph Chadwick,
Ralph G omes , Ne~1 Madison and
Richard Lewis. Moultrie will select
one more to team ~Y Friday .
Fres hman John Branch has been a
big surprise to ttte team and a
welcome · addition ./ He made his
presence known in ~ he fir st meet of
the yea!' by finishing fir st among
Howard runners a~ the team' s first
meet in Dover, Oelaware in late
September. Going into the conference champions.h ip Branch says
that he does not knbw what to expect
when he get s to Greensboro .
. ''This is my firs ~ year and I .do n' t
know what to expeCt . I am hoping to
do well and I thinlJ that we have the
personell to do Well at the championships;' ' ..
.
The men, who placed fifth last
year, have been TI)uch stronger th is
year . However, in Prder to win the title this year they will have to out duel
conference chaqipion Delaware
State. Also in the running for championship will be 1t he Uni versit y o f
Maryland Easter'1 Shore.
According to '-!C oach Moultrie,
these teams will be ''hard to beat."
''The northern ~c hools have traditionally dominate our conference in
both men' s and w men' s divisions,"
he said .
The women' s team, unlike the
men, have won thr. conference championship before, most recentl y in
t 983 . They will be counting on strong
performances from Latrese Todd ,
Janice Kelly and~is,a R~b i nso n . The
women wiU also
looking for strong
efforts from Cind Ford, Robin Reddit , Jackie Toi rt and Dorothy
Wilson .
The women, ju t like the men, will
seek to unseat De aware State as the
conference cham~ion . They should
also be prepared lfor a strong effort
from the University of Maryland
Eastern Shore.
~ The strategy that Howard will
employ is based On having as many
runners finish in t~e top IS, not simply on the winning [race. The team that
places the most ~unners in th~ top .1S
will ultimately win the championship.
If two teams are ltied in the number

•

·.

•
•

1

'

of runners that they have in the top
IS, the team wit1 the higher placing
runners will win the championship.
Moultrie has f equently spoken of
the compctitiven~ss that his 'r unners
have shown dur\ng the season. He

•
•

•

'

•

Attention Hi h -Tech Engineering Graduates:

•

We wa11t the best in your class·
to help tis be the best in 011rs. ;

•
•

'

•

•

.5ee J!fJ11r fJlt1£·e111e11t <Jj/'i£·er <ir t.·<111tact.·

Today's 1'1Jrd tutor (:1>n1pany is lc-dller and nlore efficient.
We'rc 111>t 1>nl 111aking the higl1est qltality American bltilt

'

al1to1111>tive. tecl111ical and financial areas as well.
Our hl1n1ai1 rc..r ,>urcc dcvcl1>pn1cnt progr-m1s arc not 1>1lly
excellent i11trckluctions to succc..'SS; tllc)"rc challc11gmg. A11d
Oltr En1pl1iycc l11volvcn1cnt ai1d participative nlanagcn1cnt
tcchniquc.."S cnc1>ur.1gc a free cxcl1angc of jdC'.tS, rccvgnition
and rc.wards.1
'
·
So if yt>lt're It king for ai1 out~tandi11g career opporturtlty in
one of the largc..-st corpor.1tions it1 the world, )'OU d11n't have·
to look any farmer than Ford.

C<117J<11<1te Re,·111it111ent 1Wt11u:1gl'I" .
Frirtl i11<1l<Jr CrJ111/1a11J'
Ce11/1"(1/ Plt1l·e111e11t Se1j1i,·es
Room50
I
T/11! A111erict111 R<>e1d :·
Dearlx1111, ,\JI ·1812 I

'

I
•

.

I '

,

I

BJ' clxiice, l '<11rl ,if<il<lr (,()111/Ja1~y is a11 Equal Oppo~nityl
A.ffin11c1ti1>e A£'li<J11 L:,'111/J{<~>·er
.

I

•13~L"il:tl ''11 :1 198-1 1101tit>11otl st1n·t.·, · a,·er.1W11~ t>,,111c:r rc..'f><>rtc..-d pn>lllc..1T1S

durin11 tl1c prior six nu>nth.Jf<ir " RI. '82 :md '8.~ m<>dcls dt-signed and

built in the 11.s.

·

has confidence in them ind he is hoping that the runqers will give their all

I

in Greensboro. '
· ••As long as t~ey max out at the

meet I will be satisfied. This team has
shown that they ,U.e not quitters in the
past and I knoW) that everyone will

t
•

Quality is Job 1
•

give their best sh t," said th• coach.
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· Gentrification Erodil)g
D.C~ Neighborhood Life
.
I
.

MOVE Bombing

•

•

'NoboUy Gave d Damn'

•

Sandbur~

Freda Satterwhite•

''Commissioner
gave
strict instructions not to frre over the
roof because it might hun l people
standing around the area,"' said
Laverne Africa. Sandburg threatened· officers with job termin~tion if
they did no.t fire directly into the
house, she continued. _

HHltop S1J ff Reporter

The bomb th8.t ~as dropped on a
Philadelphia row~ouse oCcupied by
members of lhe group MOVE was

dropped on the Black people and not
just on that group j said two members
of the MOVE family during a progam sponsored i~ conjunction with
the Howard University Student
Association (HUSA) and Mumbaza
Enterprises at thd Blackburn Center
last Thursday.
Louise James 1-frica and Laverne
Sims Africa spoke on the May 13
confro ntation rt>e'1 ween MOVE
members and p1·1adelphia officials
thal ended when a bomb was dropped on the groupfs rowhouse killing
11 people. Five of those killed were
children.
''People see t~ bomb being dropped on MOVE ant1 ·not on themselves
and that is dan8er," said Louise
. Africa .
l
Calling 1he tjombjng the most
atrocious, most abominable act, the
two ·women gav~ their vie:ws on the
inciden1 and the s1Ubsequent jailing of
more than 10 gr?up members.
According 19_ Louise Africa,
MOVE was targ;ted because city officials did nol un~erstand the group.
''Those who t~ok part even in a
minute way shot1ld henceforth and
1
forever be referr~ -t o as barbarians,"
said Louise Afri a.
MOVE, . foun ed by John Africa,
practices the reli&lon of natural law.
Many members b'
f the group adopt
1
the surname Af ica.
''John Africa taught us that the
system uses the ord law without 3.n
inkling of what law means," said
Louis Africa . '' nd when 1he system
could not attract that truth, they atcacked the peop e."
The two worn n attributed public
perception of t, e ~vent and of 1he
group to pres coverage of the
situation.
''The press m~de a conscious effort to assafsinatC MOVE's
character, to dehumanize MOVE
people in the ,eyes of the world,'' said
Laverne Africa . ''Then if anything
happened to them (MOVE), no one

I

I

'

, would care.

•

•

•

''There was a hole in the front
door that they could have used the
tear gas for,'' she said.
1 ·
''There Was a plan t,o hurt
MOVE,'' she continued. '''fiou take
all that artillery to a person js house
and say you didn't go there to kill

/

limb from limb can find aw.jay to let
our people.go,'' she said.
''They have all our pcop e in jail

because they can't deal with them. If

'

'
.
1hey were c6ncerned abouij putting
Lcslyc Lewis-Page addresses the issue of White gentrification in the District of Columbia.
criminals in jail our MOVE members ·
would be at home and Philadelphia
officials and cops would l>e in jail
right now . ''
•

Ur;iiversity stu dents who .lived in
rehted spaces have probably experienced this type of gentrification
when they could n.o t afford to buy
the newly c:;onverted condominiums,
and therefore had to move out.

A study by the D.C. Rental Accomodation Office estimated 'that .
30,000 people in D.C. were displaced from 1976 through 1980 because

'

Sorority in the Blackburn Center
auditorium last Sunday.
The program was one aspect of a of condominium conversions.
cultural series that will be continued - ''The wave of revitalization in
throughout the year informing the D.C. can be clearly seen. It's happencommunity and l:lqward .s tudents ing all around us here (at Howard).
Look at Logan Circle, Thomas Cirabout issues that affect them .
cle, Adams Morgan, Mt. Pleasant
''Blacks as well as other minorities and Capitol Hill. Georgetown was
and the elderly are being displaced once -an all Black community,'' said
from their neighborhoods to make LeWis-Page.
room for the 'colonizers' who are
''Tho'se on the bottom of the
mostly young, White professionals," socioeconomic ladder, those who
said Lewis-Page, a member of the have the fewest options (politically)
sorority and a graduate of Howard . and those who are least able to conUniversity.
trol their own destinies are the
Low-income home owners are be- victims.
ing pressured by f!15t-talking salesmen
'' We as Blacks should be calling
to sell their homes and move out. for policies that will allow lowOthers are pushed out because they income and minority residents to r.ecan't afford the high property taxes main in their own neighborhoods,"
and housing costs that result after she continued.
•
Whites move in, according to the
Lewis-Page, who has worked on
speaker.
the Adv,isory Neighborhood Council
''In the District of Columbia, an on Capitol Hill for two years, recomalarming rate of gentrification can be mended strategies to solve gentrificaseen when residents are evicted from tion problems.
apartments so that the units can be
T~ose strategies included an effort
turned into owner occuoied unit s Continued on page 8
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neiJhbors.
Refuting c aims of PhiJa-d elphia officials, Looi Africa said the MOVE
did not h~c bombs or heavy

artillery.

·

1

Them ( OVE) saying tell the
police to couiie on, we'll kill you' was
just a dete rent because we were
waitina for someone to be strong
enought s ak out, a politician, a
leader any ody." Laverne Africii
said. ''No 9ne came forth."

If Fletch-er Christian and Captain Bligh had
known what being stuck in the same boat
would mean, chances are neither would have
set foot aboard.
And if you're stuck in the ·same boat with a long
distance company that doesn't give you all the
services you need, it's easy to harbor mutinous
thoughts.
But when you pick AT&T as your long distance
company, you know you're in for smooth sailing.

Philadelphi' officials used an u·h- n~ er •ary aJT)Ount of force against the

aroup by fir'ng over 9,000 rounds of

•

•

You'll get trouble-free, reliable service. Immediate
connections-even during the busiest hours. ·~
Guaranteed 60% and 40% discounts off our Day
Rate on state-to-state calls. And operators to
assist you1with immediate credit for wwng
nu1nbers and collect calling.
So when you're asked to choose a long distance
company, sign aboard with AT&T. With AT&T Long
Distance Service, you'll never be1left stranded.
Reach out and touch someone.

•

-

-

•

'.
'

'

The right choice.

© 19i85 AT&T Commvnicot1ons

ammunitio

•

ATs.T

•

Accordin4 to MOVE members,

'

She said that
rriany Howard
1

•

(the press) made

destroyed ne rly 6Q homes.
''He (Goo e) realizes that this is
serious and he can go to jail,''
Laverne Afri ·a said .
Louis Afri defended the group's
''God-given right tb defend
themselves'' 'nd quesl,.ioned why the
group was being attacl!·ed by the city
and its officijils.
.
Most peoP,1e practice a different
religion. Whfre is it written that a
people must ie because they pra'ctice
a different r ligion," she said .
-· ''They hav people in Philadelphia
who live in un down houses that
need to be cop.demned and they don't
drop bombs On them,'' she said refer·
rina to repo of MOVE's living conditions tha were protested by

'

,

blooded murder by tearing 11 people

MOVE seem like trash, like they
counted for nothing."
Tearfully, Laverne Africa recalled
that May 13 at ~he bomb site where
she saw people laughing .
''Nobody gavC a damn . I couldn't
believe the peop e that stood around
on that scene a d did not raise their
voices in protes ," she said .
That apathy, she continued , was
used by official .
''This is wh t (Mayor Wilson)
Goode ba?ked on. He took that
stand because he felt it wouldn't
make a difference. People w.ill be
happy to get fid. of those Black,
nappy-headed ~eople," she said.
However, th Africas believe that
the bombing w s planned by officials
higher than the Philadelphia mayor .
''We're not o dumb to think thai
a stupid man like Mayor Goode
could have arc itected this. It was all
the way up t the federal government . That's
y he (Mayor Goode)
hasn't spoke out," said Laverne
Africa .
Of the 'currqnt proceedings iri the
case, Laverne ..ftfrica said ''they want
to have an iryvestigation to see if
there's any kip.ct of way to make it
look like it w s MOVE' s fault.
''In the beg nning, Mayor Goode
said 'I will ta ·e full responsibili1 y. I
will have no capegoats,' .she continued . Now, he said, Goode says he
did not know f the plans 1hat led to

the bombing

'

Th~y

well-or'chestrated attack on the group
and it was not needed to gain entry
into the house.

I

Hilltop Staff Rcponer

Alpha Chapter, Alpha Kappa Alpha

She charged that the bomb was a

Currently, the group is working to
get fellow MOVE member~ out of
jail. Laverne Africa named &bout IO
members, mostly women, ~ho are
not incarcerated.
''The syst~'m that commit1cd cold-

Veronic.J Saunders

•
(condominiums),'' said Lewis-Page.
•

Blacks must fight the battle against
gentrification, which is eating away
at neighborhood life and stability, according to Leslye Lewis-Page, guest
speaker at a seminar sponsored by

I

them."
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Once before, perhaps in another time, Emory Calhoun was
!' ca.t with ni!1'1 hves. Or '!'aybe it's his New Yorker's survi.v al
1nst1ncts. Or qoss1bly this year's General Assembly (GA) is
the most indecisive, ineffectual and disoriented student govern·
ment body in r ecent memory. At any rate, the GA. granted
Mr. Calhoun
extension, a stay of execution if you will, until
November 20.I
I
You really 4an't blame President Calhoun for wishing to
hold on__to his office._ After a long hard campaign and a sum·
mer of intense! planning, one can become attached to the office of HUSA President. But the HUSA constitution states
that the presi~ent must be in "good academic standing."
Calhoun 1s no1. Futhermore the GA has a duty to declare the
seat vacant. llhey didn't.
, Thus, the GA relinqui~,hed its duty and passed their respon·
s1bhty to .Father Time. Nineteen d_ays from now according
to the mot1on j 1f Calhoun's academic standing does not improve, he au. omatically is booted from office. Yet the
nebulou s motion made by law student Michael Todd did not
state whet.her q:!'lhoun had to cC!me befC!re the GA agairi. and
tell them 1f hej 1s 1n good standing. So ts Calhoun supposed
to .post his academic record in Blackburn Center November
20. Perhaps h e can call everyone in the GA and tell them the
verdict. The GA said they won't discuss the issue anymore.
It's no secret that many student government leaders fare
poorly academically . Caught up i!l the whirlwind of.activities,
they often neglect their studeies. Calhoun has followed those
inglorious footsteps .
I
On Wednesda y night a quorum of GA members was present. According to the constitution Vice-President Bryant
Moore should now be president, if the GA had done what it
was elected to do. Calhoun should probably resign. He probably will not. In the end, both the GA and Calhoun failed
to meet the challenge on .an issue as clearly defined as the one
before them Wedn~sday night.
J
I

an

•

Brothers and Sist~rs:
This is an open ~etter to my fellow
students in generalland to the author
o f the anonymous etter addressed to
the ''Representati~es of the H oward
University Studen Association."
At appfoximate y 3 :00 p.m. Sunday, Oct. 13, I entered our H .U.S.A.
office to make a Iphone call . As I
opened the door aa.d removed the key
I happened to J oo~ down to see an
envelope addresse~. as I mentioned
before, to the rfpresentatives of
H .U.S.A. The t~written letter said:
''Dear Stude t Government
Officials,
I ask that you take steps toward the
remova] of Emory lCalhoun from office.'' The letter VJe'nt on to say tbat
Calhoun's being iheligible will hang
"like a noose" over all of our pro·
grams . The lette ~ was signed ''A
Concerned Studen~ in the Struggle."
First, the H .U.S.A. staff cannot
ask our president for his resignation . ·
His status is dependent upon the
H .U.S. A . Policy Board and the ,

General Assembly . In resPorise, I
would like to say to this student
thank you for your concern.

However, there are some· o ~ us who
have a job to do and will do that job
regardless of who our presid1ent is as
long as the person does not slifle our
ability to do that job. Some of us see
H .U.S.A. as a vehicle for rrlaking a
contribU:tion to our fellow students

and to our people in gener~ . There
are dedicated brothers and sisters
within the H .UJ.S. A . administration
who have struggled and co~\inue to
struggle in other campus and community organizations for the lberation of our people. Should Someone
handcuff the ability of the d&iicated
people of H.U.S.A .- to take our
message to the people then ihese individuals will undoubtedly fOcus the
energy which had been ~ut into
H .U.S.A. into other organiktions.
- The Struggle will continue and the
true warriors will Dever stop fighting .
The masses will forge ah~ad and
anyone who stands in the way of progress will have to move or be moved .
Sincerely, Ona B. Al;ton

'
•

'
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Tenants and concerned citizens in the district will acccllerate. For inlet's save Rent Control . Vote yes for stance, a recent Washington Post arRefere~dum 001! Let's maintain
Washington, D.C. 's ethnic diversity ticled published Oc\. 6, asserted that
by continuing to have decent, WAshlngton's population, presently
sanitary, and affordable housing for 622.823, has grown smaller a11d
low income and moderate income Whiter over the past 20 years. The artenants in Washington. Rent control ticle also asserted that between 1960
protects tenant's rights by requiring and. 1980 the District lost 25,623
under law 't hat landlords big and residents, many of them Blacks forcsmall register their properties and ed out by urban re"newal, conjustify their rent increi.ses before the dominium conversion, and genDistrict of Columbia's Rental Ac- trification, (the massive displacement
comodation and Conversion Office. of low-income citizens as a result of
Further, the law protects tenants mid e income and upper income
from illegal evictions by requiring folk • movements back to urban
landlords to give reasons for such citiCSI . The article also cited John
a Howard University
evictions, and to follow proper lega1 Reid
procedures .
According
to demo-,rapher, as predicting that by
Washington, D.C. Housing Counsel- they~ 2000 the city's Black popula·
ing .Services, Inc ., about 70 percent tion n~w 70 percent, may shrink to
of Washington D.C. residents are 56 percent as Blacks continue to leave
renters, and approximately 41,500 the city and whites move in. Further,
District families pay more than 35 according to Keary Kincannon, an
percent of their income in rent . With outreach coordinator for 'Housing
the majority of D.C. residents being Coun$eling Services, Inc. , gcntrifica·
tenants, and the vast majority of tion is not only a threat to tenants,
. those tenants being Black and low- but may jeopardize home ownership.
income, the continued existence of Kincannon argues that with the
rent control is paramount to the con- displacement of low and moderate intinued viability and economic stabili- come teniints by speculation and conty of low-income working cl'ass Black dominium conversions, and the
replacement of thefn by middle and
and Latino communities .
upper income tenants, property
•
Referendum 001, which is on the values in low-income neighborhoods
Nov . 5 ballot is a coalition effort on will increase. A spokesperson for the
the part of progressive Bl8cks and District's .Department of Finace and
Whites to defeat several decontrol Revenue substantiated Kincannon' s
provisions of the 1985 Rent Control argument by citing that residential
law . A referendum is a democratic property assessment in the District
right given to D.C . residents under has been increasing.
Rent control seeks to stabilize and
the Home Rule C harter to defeat or
protect low-income wo rking people
repeal a law .
from displace ment. 'Fhe rent
If Referendum 001 is defeated on
Nov. 5, the continued displacement stabilization program also provides
of Black, low·income citizens and the incentives for landlords hit by financontinued economic destabilization cial problems as a result of inflation.
of Black working class communities Section 212 of the law provides for
•

'

•

•

'

harship of inflation. SeCtion 215 of
the law provides for a rent increase
based upon a voluntary agreement
where landlord and tenants agree to
an increase, if it means getting needed repairs done, and keeping up with
the high cost of maintenance of the
building. Thus, the regulation of
rents creates a check and balance
system between landlords and
tenant s. This check and balance
system provides a foundation for
renters to be viewed as consumers
with legal rights and to be respected
by those landlors who think they are
above the law . With regulation of
rents, tenants are no longer viewed by
landlords as people who exist for the
sole purpose of collecting rent, and
have to settle for their apartment ''as
is' ' (common law) .
'
The existence of rent control also
places the landlord and tenant relatiOnship on a level of trust/ tr"ustee .
The term trustee implies that in Certain instances tenants must see pro•
perty entrusted to them by landlords
to be respected and in some situations
to be kept-up by the tenant. Further,
the trust/ trustee ~clationship also
asserts that gone are the days where
the landlord' s rights were the laW of
the land . Under the king's law, which
was brought over to America by the
founding fathers of the Constitution,
landlo rds were considered aristocrats
and by virtue of their property
ownership could evict tenants at will.
Hence, for some years in the U.S.
tenants had vir't ually no remedies to
force landlords to provide decent ,
sanitary, and affordable housing .
The admnistrative remedies fo r rent
control along with the strong case

and other low-income, moderate
tenants, provide ,f or equity to exist in
the viciQus business.
In conclusion, if Rcfere!ldll!D 001
is defeated November S, tt will not
~ only ·signal the end of rent con.t~ol,
but eventually the end of the poliUcal
control that low-income Blacks and
other moderate income people have
in D.C. Consequently, the politi~
influence that Blacks and other ethnic
diverse groups noW' have in D.C.
politics will fall into the hands of
those Blacks and Whites wh? arc -!1ow
here as a result of geµtrtficat1~n,
many of them• having con57rva!1ve
politics. It may be an overs1mpl1~
tion to view the issue of rent control
as a Black and White issue, because
the struggle for .decent, affordable
housing has to do with the inabi~ty
of the ;capitalist system to pro".'1de
housing for all its people. not JUSt
those folks whose incomes arc above
$50,000.
_ . -··
- HowC.vC~. it · would be gross
negligence if the dynamics of racism
were overlooked. Especially with
reference to Washington, D.C.,
where the vast majority of tenants are
Black and Latino, it is because of
political control the Blacks have in
D.C. along with the majority of
citizens being tenants that have given
D.C. the most liberal, progressive '
landlord/ tenant legislation in · the
country. Yet, even though ·Blacks
have political control over D.C., the
city's economics.are controlled by a
minority, the Board of Trade and
Congress. It is the control of the
economics of the city that threatens
the politcal control Blacks have in
Washington, and consequently will
threaten the economic stability of
law., which support s tenant's rights Black and Latino communities.
both of which are a result of a strong
tenants' movemertts lead by Blacks Lester M. Cuffie is a third year law studer\1 at
Antioch School of Law.
. . ._

•

·Andrew Skerritt----------___.:,,_
·Terrorism has been very big in the
news over the past few months. The
airwaves have been literally saturated
'with accounts of the hijacking of the
Achille Lauro and the k.i9ing of an
American passenger. Before that the
issue was the killing of three Israeli
tourists in Cyprus; earlier still it was
the TWA hostage crisis, and the trail
of violence leads right back to Jhe
political quagmire into which the
Middle East has been transformed .
A casual glance at the brief list of
incidents reveal a simple fact--all have
involved one or the oth~r of the
various groups associated with the
Palestinian cause. They have been
branded as acts of terrorism by the
Reagan Adminstration and International news media. To the apolitical
observer these arc clearly flagrant and
indiscriminate acts directed against
'innocent ,people--terrorism of the
lowest sort . However, the fact that
these are not the only 3.cts of
violence, some of which have been
applauded, forces us to deal with a

critical issue: What is really terrorism
and who decides whethc;r an act of
violence is terrorism or not?
Webster's Third International Dictionary defines terrorism as 'the
s~stcmatic use of terror as a means
of (political) coercion.' This clearly
covers all the arbitrary acts against
civilians, may not include acts of aggression against military targets. It is
also clear that the label •• terrorist' ' is
being used to discredit the legitimate
liberation movements around the ·
world.
The Reagan Admiqistration
rec~ntly issued a strong statement
condemning terrorism and promised
to take retaliatory actiQn against terrorists . This condemnation has been
reserved for a narrow cross-section of
groups which have been working jn
a manner contrary to the foreign
policy objectives set forth by the Ad·
ministration. Meanwhile the recent
Israeli bombirig of the Palestian
Liberation Organization (PLO) headquarters in Tunisia has been applaud-

ed.; the systematic and brutal suppres-

not fit into this ''conservative'' global
strategy.
To avoid any ambiguity; lt must be
stated here that the killing of unsuspecting ~ivilians to further a
political cause ia..objectionable and
unconscionable. However, a situation exists where state sponsored terror has left many liberation
movements with little alternative. The
power structure's refusal to end
oppression--as in the cases of the
PLO and Israel, the. ANC and the
South African Govcrnment--compel
those who long for the fight of self·
determination to resort to armed conflict . This is often a long and costly
process. In the meantime, terrorism
·will persist and continue to haunt the
governments; of East and West as
long as oppression remains, and as
long as those who are oppressed are
denied peaceful and legitimate means
of addressing their grievances.

sion of the Black majority , by the
South African government has been
a llowed to continue with mere token
o bjections coming from. the White
House; the Contra rebels committing
atrocities against the civilian population in Nicaragua arc called 'freedom
fighters'; the American Government
mines the commercial harbors of the
country. It is clear that there is a great
deal of hypocracy and .double standards when the term •'terrorism'' is
being applied .
We are now faced with two equally perplexi ng questions: Who
legitimizes a st ruggle? What makes a
struggle and act of violence
legitimate? For all intent s and purposes it seems fairly obvious that
whether a group or individual is
labeled terrorist or freedom fighter is
inextricably linked to American
foreign policy. Right-wing terror
serves · 10 destabilize progressive
governments; the Palestian cause and A~drew Skerritt iS editorial editor rbr The
the many others like it, evidently cio Hillcop '
.
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The Power of Christ Uses Christians for Walfare
-Notes to An up and Coming
African Historian :

their names and birthdates as
distinguishing differences. Jesus'
mother was not a goddess, and she
In the Oct. 4, 1985 of the Hilltop, a is not the ''Queen of Heaven''' as
young man\ described as an ••up and was Isis, the mother of Horus. Unlike
coming African Historian'' wrote an Jesus, Horus never cast out demons,
editorial which I must refute because raised the dead, bealed the sick or
of its inaccuracies, unreliable scholar- withStood the temptations of Satan
Editor-in-~ief
ship, misleading implications and after fasting for 40 days . Unlike
Carol D.
inn
basic misunderstanding of the Chris- Horus or any of the other gods, Jesus
tian's purpose. Even before I begin is the only person to ever die, go to
Managing ditor
•
•
my resolution to the problem Mr . Helli come back from the dead, rise
Lanita Pace
Stewart has presented, please unders- into the sky, and prommisc that He
•
tand that I do recognize and con- would return one day. To make so
gratulate Mr. Stewart for noting that blanket a statement as Mr. Stewart's
Campus Editor
Business Manager
Christian Africans made great strides . is entirely inconsiStcnt with the stories
Lo<al/ National Editor
for Christ in Africa and the world of CJtrist by His disCiples as conJonathan Matthews
·
Purvette Bryant
Freda Satterwhite
over through the Coptic Church ..and trasted ~ith the stories of Hori.is as
certain epistles which presented _ they are presented.
Advertising + ••ager
Sports Editor
EdltoHal Editor
teaching on morality and spirituali·
This brings me to the question of
ty, but that is all I have in the way
Marcus Warren
Andrew Slr.erritt
Vernon Motlow
reliable references and scholarship.
of praise for his article.
Any hjstorian, researcher or English 1
I
Circulation/
Photography Edllor
Artist
To begin, the article purports that 003 student knows that sources can
••well
over
95 be found to say almost anything you
SubscriptJ~n !Manager
Barry Love
Leon Harrison
percent'' of African-Americans are . want to document. However, citing
l<ffr<y T1"1t'
~'Christians.''
Implicit these theoloaically questionable
10 this statement is the fallacious
sources as reference works for so iml\;s Your Heal h Edllor
Lab Terbnlcian
Production Director
assumption
that·
all
portant a. study as Christology is
Gregory Evans
Marian Dozier
Brid.Jct:te La~y.
African-American ''church-goers'' analogous to citing historically incorarc
Christians,
which
is rect sources as reference works to a ·
'
Typnellen
absurd. If this assertion is in anyway · study on the Discovery of America .
Careers Editor
tru.e,
then
most
of In each case, the conclU.sion of the
Veronica E. Saunders
Elizabeth O'C1nnor
Howard' s student body must be study is as questionable as the
Imelda Cramer
either hYQDCrits or hopeless documented sources and facts it is
backsliders! Strictly speaking, a based upon.
~ letiers-io-i he edi1or are read with intercs1 thouah 1piw;e may not allow ia 10 print each one. Submis- · Christian iS an obedient disciple Qf
Finally I turn my attention to Mr .
lionalhoudbetypcd~double ... pai~,andno)ooprtban500wordt. 1bed·· 11 inefork!t~111Moa· Christ. Most Christians know that
Stewart's co11clu1ion where he
dliy' p.m. Write:
Hilltop, 2217 Fourth Street, N.W., Wi•hinctOP: D.C. The Hilltop"'l' iicna the
December 25th and .Oct. J lst were· discusses' the 'proper' use of Chrisriaht to edit Ill ld.1 s-to-Oie editor.
I
originally pagan holida:ys which'~ tianity. Mr. Stewan•s conclusion im''Christianized'' by the Roman plies thot the proper use of Chris·
'
Catholic Church. What many Chris· tianity is to ''fiaht apinst establishI
''The Opiruoo. apreued on the Edi1orial pqe or 77w Hllllopdtonot DllCllillUby rdJect the opiaiom: or tians may not know is that Mr.
ed. oppressive st&te; t_o ensure that
Howird uni'<'eriil'y, iti 1dmiai1tr1tion, the Hilltop · • ; •. rd or lhe ttv.denl t body.' ' Stewart obviously didn't know that the social needs .o f all people were
_____,___________.;.;.._____.__~.. Horw and Jesus have more than · met'',,.l'his is a clear illustration of
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Mr. Stewart's misunderstanding of Chauvinist group, Prince Fcln Club,
the
. Ch ri stian's
purpose. University Polo Club, Panhellenic
· · ·
Understand the Christian ·church's orgaruzat1on or any other organizapurpose is not tc;>. ~ervc as an ocganiz:. tion of people; and his name is Satan.
ed group of po l1t1cal revolutionaries The Christian warfare is not with "'
whose sole and singular mission is to flesh arid blood but with principalities
crush oppressive states and regimes. a~d all ma~ner of spir.it1:1al
The Christian Church isn't even to be wickedness. Ultunately the C~uan
construed as a social organization does not use t~e power of Ch~s~. the
which goes all over the world doing . ·power of Ch~1st u~ the Chnst1an. I
humanitarian deeds. The Christians' h~pc tbat h15 • will help clear any
purpos·e ·is not to fight against pco- m1sunderstand!D~S Mr~ Stewart has
pie, their attitudes· or their institu- abo.ut
Christianty s
or111n,
.
. ' .
Chnstology referetWCS, and the pur·
t1ons. Such a fi~ht would be fruitless pose of the Christi8.n. Peace.
and never focusing on the real enemy
-J
does use these ' isms' not only to
divide but ultimately destroy all of . Stanley o . Williams
mankind . His organization is more Senior, School of Liberal Arts
u~i~ed ,and dedic~ted than any White
·
•
C1t1zen s Counc1.I, Ku Klux Klan
chapter, Republican party, Male
---------------------------
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Letters to the Editor
must ·be submitted typed,
double spaced.and
between 300 - 500 words
each Monday by 5 p.m~
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Blacks, Homes Are Lost
ooatinued_from pa's ~
by both the ao~ernment

~arion

and ·the

student.

Barry.

Not only do Blacks lose political
clout when they are forced out of

Cassandra Ward
Hilltop Staff Reporter

· Kim Jackson of the Political
Sciei:ice Society Wednesday announc-

ed plans for the publication of its

journal, Phoenix,

Women
- Support

niences that Whites gain when they
move in, according to Lewis-Page.

''Whites mo~c here to beat the

high cost of tr~sporation , for the
variety of activities in the city, for its
convenience an~ easy access to the
jobs, and as a financial investment,''

said

continued from page 2

What can Black women 40 to help
the Black man was another lpertinent
question asked at the discussion .
Leashore said, ''Women pl~y crucial
roles in making Black mJ n better.
Black women have always upported
Black
'
men.''
•Worsley said, ''Women have to
make sacrifices of how muCh do they
want to give to make a g9od Black
man."
I
A member of the audience said
that the Black .wOmen's role in making a good Black man is to teach him

Lewis-Pag~.

Many city employers arc requiring
that employees
residents of that city. Once Black ~ are displaced to the
suburbs, they lose opportunities in

qe

1

the job market lal90.
Several present at the seminar
echoed the s~me sentiment that
Blacks must h'elp one another in
order to fight gentrification.
Suggestions (rom tile audience included having Howard students use
their politicaJ Power by writing to
their congressrtjen and other city officials, joining an advisory
1leighborhood touncil while here in
D.C., and neiwQrking to educate
each other abo;ut the .value of keeping land and , roperty.

to be Black .
Black women should offer encouraging actions and \YO~ds <;Jf support to combat the negat1v.e images
and labels thrust upon the Black male
by white society, accfrding to
another audience membcJ .

•

Continued from pqe 1
million in aid . f\.nd all the work of
the office is done manually. She said
that she would like to see a computerized system implemented.
''We would like to develop a menu
for loans, biit it is not in the priority
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of things (of Howard's budget)," she

said.
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Drought-Stricken Africa
Needs Assistance Now
throughout the continent.''
Focusing on drought and desertification's origin, Diouf said that the
origin of the crises dates baclc. to the

Funwako Dlamini
Hilltop Staff Reporter

Drought-stricken countries of the
Sub-Saharan Africa, are in urgent
need for food, medical aid and survival items, such as, blanketS, to
'' help ease the misery of more thii.n
150 million people presently in an unprecedented calamity of starvation,''
according to SenCgalese President
Abdou Diouf who is currently chairman of the Orgil.nization of African

Unity (OAU) .
Diouf was a key-note speaker at
Howard last week at the International Symposium on Drought and
Desertification in Africa, sponsored
by United Nations Sundano-Sahelian
Office (UNSO); African Studies and
Research Program of Howard (ARSO); National Alliance of Third
World Journalists (NATW J); and the
National Association of Black Journalists (NABJ), Oct. 24 through 27.
According to Diouf, more than
one-tenth of Africa's population is
presently a victim of drought a nd
famine . Between eight to 10 million
Reople in the drought-stricken count~ies are being uprooted each year

Divtsion Ii coaches.
On offense, the Spartans are led by
quarterback Willie Gillus. He has
passed for t ;634 yards and 13
touchdowns. His main receivers are
split end Leonard HOpkins, runningback Ty Barlow, and tight end
Clarence Brock.
On defense, freshman linebacker
James Stallings leads the team with
62 tackles . They havC two tough
defensive backs are Pat Creecy and
Fred !lryan. But have four intercep- sane~ 1983 ._
. .
..
.
· tions on the year, with Bryan getting ~··t:,1 iQiq!;l:f sajd,\ll4f:t~fl!1".~nd1u~ns_ m
all four interceptions last week in the ~9 drought-str1ck~n countries tnNorfolk State's ) 6-10 win over - clu~1n~ ~ngo)a-, Burlq~a .Faso, c_had,
Virginia U nion.
Eth1op1a, Kenya, Mal1 •.Moz.amb1que,
Senegal and Sudan which are severely stricken by famine, is becoming
more severe each day as a result of
the inadequacy of primary resources

VISA • MASTER CARD • CHOICE • AMEJ lCAN EXPRESS HONOR ED (5o1ry No Cti ecks)

723-18 ~ 7 .',. • '
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the administration and faculty.
'' As a matter of fact, six faculty
members have expressed interest in
sitting on the editOrial advisory
board," she said.
Dr Robert Smith, a politiC81
science professor at Howard, will be
cqnsulting editor of the journal,
working with Allison Owens, of the
Political Science Society, and
Jackson as associate eQitor and
editor-in-chief respectively.
In reference to financial support of

The journal, initiated by Jackson,
will serve ''as a vehicle for Black
scholars to express pOlitical thought.
It will also present, to people who
want to be politically aware, major
political issues from an •Afro-centric' the Phoenix, Jackson stated that she
viewponit," slle said . Jackson said sincerely hopes ttiat HUSA will give
that the journal will also encompass all the support it possibly can to the
social 3.nd economic thought and will journal. However, she said that she
therefore be a medium through which is also seeking supplementery support
all aspiring scholars can express for the journal outside of the
university .
themselves.
JCJ.ckson said, ''As striving scholars
The magazi ne, to be published
three times a year, will be comprised of Howard University, we particularmainly of atticles, along with a ly must take necessary steps to
feature section entitled ''Headlines evaluate and attempt .to resolve proThroughout the Afro-centric blems confronting people of African
World,'' and a book-list of suggested descent throughout titie world. It is
readings and references, Jackson crucial then that we establish a
said. Material may be submitted by dialogue amongst ourselves . And it
an)' Howard student or faculty is my hope that a portion of this
member, as well as by those outside dialogue can be captured on the pages
of the University . And although the of the jou rnal Phoenix .
All pieces submitted to fhoenix
subject matter will be left to thC
descretion of the writer, Jackson said must be typed, double-spaced, and
that all material shoud relate social- delivered to the Political Science
ly, economically, or politically to the Society mailbox ·in room 144 of
Black experience, domestically or ·Douglass Hall . The· submission
deadline for the inaugural issue of
internationally.
Jackson said she was pleased at Phoenix is Nov. 22. For further inwhat she ca lled ''an overwhelmingly fo rmat ion, contact Kim Jackson at
positive reception'' of the journal by 636-6851.

1

inner-city areas,/ but they also lose
strong cultural bases, and conve-

beginning in

December.

I

,

.

-- .

Phoenix Journal Arises

'' Just because a salesmaJ offers
private sector. programs to inform you a couple hundred dollajs more
low-income horn~ owners of their than what your land is worth doesn't
rights and what they can do. more mean You have to sell it then. Hold
forceful rent co~trol laws, and a on to it because it may be worth even
more extensive use of rent subsidies. more · later," explained ILaDetra J
During the sem~nar's question and, McGaha, a student in the univ/ersity's
.
answer period Jill Louis, a partici- School of Business.
11
We must overcome the '.u s' in the
pant from the audience. said that as
Blacks arc displ&ced from D.C., a surburbs and the 'them' in the city atstrong political ~c is lost and as a titude ·to help each other s9Ive this
result the city could also lose its Black gentrification problem,'' said another

mayor, Mayor

-

late 1960's. In 1969, drought and
desertification was first experienced
in the western part of the Sahara
(known as Sahel). lt ·was not later
than 1977 that the desertification extended eastward and encroached the
Sudan and the Horn of Africa
regions.
To combat the cr'ises, in the Horn
of Africa, for example, Diouf said
that six countries have established a
su b-regional co-operation body, Intergovernmental Authority for
Drought and Development (IADD) ,
with its headquarters in Djibouti, to
·help in the building of dams for both
drinking and agricultural water supplies to the region.
.
Although natural disasters may be
the major cause to the crises, tremendous .population growth is another
one. According to the World Bank,
the population of the SudanoSahelian region, for example, from

1971-1984, rose by 23 percent (190 to
230 million). The bank estimates that
by the year 2,000, the region's
population will exceed 400 million if
the population growth will continue
at this rate.
In Southern Africa, Diouf said

that ·although this

r~on

is making

progress, like the Sudano-Sahelian
region, it continues to experience the ·
''evils of apartheid which is the
cancer of the continent ...
He further said that Africa is gearing itself to the task of finding more
(food, water. and shelter).
Co mmending the international solultions to the crises and will give
community, Diouf said, ''the suffer- of its best to fulfil the challenge.
ing of the seven million famine- However, according to Diouf, Africa
st ricken Ethiopians drew world's at- will continue to seek the international
tention, but they are, equally, the suf-. comm.unity's assistance as the crises
fering of millions. of Africans contiriue to unfold .

•

White vs. Black Colleges
-

.

Tuanda Ward

you graduate are, are you prepared·,
Hilllop Slaff Reporter
and can you perform,'' which is why
Black students at either university
have to prepare themselves well .
''A student can get further and
A function of the Black institution
make contributions go further if he is to educate the Black people so they
is actually in the mainstfeaQ1 of thos"e can rebuild the African self, said
(white studc::nts) who will be the Hai;:relJ, a graduate of the Uni~ersity
makers at a later date,'' said Dr. of ~olorado. You can't find people
GwendolYn Mikell, professor at at a White nor Black institution tryGeorgetown University bid one of ing to edµcate S;lacks for self defmithe four panelists at the seminar''The tion or to correct their knowledge .
Advantages ·and Disadvantages of The Black institution gives the '
Attending a Black University Vs. At- · students positive Black role models
tending a White University'' Thurs- · and they · are much more readily
day, Oct. 24 at Georgetown available for use. ''It gives you that
UnivCrsity.
'
historical continuity,''. he said.

•

•
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•
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Georgetown University chapter of the

Chesley who said he didn't think

NAACP, also inc\uded: Dr. Jeules

there was a ,right or wrong answer.

Harrell, a professor at Howard
University; Dr. Don Hassel, a professor at Howard; and Dr. James
CbeSley, an alumnus of Georgetown.
The intense discussion began with
each of the panelists expressing their

All universities look for the same type
of students and the school standards
of achievemCnts are all the same, he
said. ''There aren't lower standards
for one school than another, it
depends on what you want to do.''

-

Chesley said that one of the most

Michaels, a graduate of the
Un1versity of Georgia, said she
believes there are more advantages to
~oing to a white institution . ..
However, she said that going to a
White college was the most difficult
experie°'-ce in her life as an

important things for a student to
remember is how he is perceived and
once the students' goals arc defined,
he will be a~le to choose the university he wants to attend.
.
·
After the panelists' gave their vietAs
the floor w~ open fo.r th~ audien~

undergraduate.

to ask quesuons and to express theu
views. The oPen discumon turned in- ·

·.

''It was the kind of experience that
was rough on my ego,'' she said. .
''Connections at a White institution
may get you just as far if not fur- ·
ther. ''
·
However, she doesn't deny the
valuable contributions of traditional

•

.'

-·

A neutral position was taken by

own opinions.

•

•

The program, sponsored by the

\

Black colleges, in that they offer a
postitive self-concept and a plentiful

was obtained in their home environment. A Georgetown student laid

supply of role models.

that by aoina to a White univerlit1

"My advice would be to Black

l

students to try it out at a White institution, •• she said. ''White institutions must be met on their. own side
~~yo.~ can't do that unless you're
1ns1de.
~
1

•

I

'

Sae Capt Whomsley rt the Blackburn Student Union Bldg Nov 5-7
.
.
or cal I 301-436-2006
.
'

.

.

to a Howard verses Georaeto'w n
debate in wflich many students ex.pressed anacr.
Some students said they didn't
baVc t_o,.Jf'_to a Black univcnity to
gain t~\,Jllack identity because ·it

he was leamina If> stroke the Wblte
man's cao in order to· aet Mead.

Alison Bctbd, a sophomore at
Howard, said that no one bu to
sttoke anyone•s eao to ICt what be
wants, because be can start his own

According to Hassel, a graduate of business.
New York Institute of Technolo1y,
It was decided by both llDl>ealitia
the issue is largely irQOlevant in the thattherewillbea11ootldputtothe
long run when referrlni to job per- iemlnar to be.lpOD... ed by Howard
formance. ''Ttie rUt questions wh!D studenu.
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•
•

-
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•
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of the interview a d plan to arrive at
least 10 minut
ahead of your
appointment .
~
2. Know something about the agency-

•

-its products, ~crvices markets,
managements--so [YOU can tell the interviewer why you are interested in
' working with the agency (available in
the placement library).

1. Cleanliness and neatness are essential. Be sure you are well groomed
and dresited to pr9ject the image you
want tht employer to receiv!=. Simp·
ly remember that xou are looking for
a job·· not going tb a ball game or a
party.

•

'

you ent,er if you e sure of the pro·
nunciation. If he hafes hands, use
a firm @rip . Dan it tf"y to cruSh his
hand or offer him a limp one . Don ' t
smoke unless inv jted to do so, and
never chew gum during an interview.

•

P.·don't mumble .
Speak freely and naturall y.

•

•

t

Their Way

)

•

12. Be alert to sisns from the inter·
viewer that the session is almost at an
end. If you still want the job1 sum up
your interest briefly, say you are in·
terested and stop.
13. Be sure to thank the intl rviewer
for the time and CQnsideration siven
to you .
•
14. Follow up the interview. Provide
whatever credentials, references· or
transcripts requested by prospective
employers as soon as possible.

I

I

•

interview. For 1ddltlonal

8.' M8.~e sure yo r good ,points get
across. Be careful not ~ome on as
boastful or overcbnfident while you
are re ferring to 'examples of your
accomplishments

Lnterviewers On.·

'

registered before you can

.

Information visit the• Office

•

of Career Plano·

BBA·Comp. Based Info. Syst.
NAVAL SURFAe E WEAPONS
C ENTER
Comp.Sci. , E .E . , Math . , Phys .

November 4, 1985
;

.

CITY OF C HARLOTTE
C.E. I
DELOITTE HASKINS & SELLS
NOVEMBER 7, 1985
Acctg .
E·SYSTEMS INC. / Melpar Div .
BELL ATLANTIC
C omputer Sci. E .E . M .E . Math ,
MBA-Finance BBA-Acctg .
Phys .
BBA/ BS/ MS.
•
GTE TELENET COMM UN IC A·
Comp . Sci. E .E ;, M .E., BS-Econ.,
TIONS CORPORATIONS
Math
.
,
BBA/ BS/ MS·Comp. Sci., E.E.
EG&G ENERGY MEASUREMENT
!LC DOVER
E. E.
.
E.E ., M.E . , BU S, ADMI N.
EMERSON ELECTRIC COMJOHNSON & JOHNSON / Baby
PANY / Electronics & Space Div.
Products Co.
BS/ MS·E .E .
·
Bus. or other majo r with interest in
'IOVEMBER 8, 1985
Sal·e s.
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Bus. Admin . Math/ Comp. Sci. E.E.,
M .E.
A NALOG D E VICES
INTERG RAPH CORPORATION
Comp . Sci. E.E .
BARNETT BANKS OF FLO RIDA , BBA/ MS-Comp . Based Info.
Syst .,Comp . Sci.
INC.
BS·E.E.
See sig n. up sheet .
NASA 'A mes Research Center
CAROLINA P Q WE R & LIG H T
Comp. Sci. Chem . E ., E .E .. M .E . ,
COMPANY
Math , Phys.
BS·E. E., M .E.
GENERAL ELECTRI C
NASA"/ Goddard Space.Flight Center
COMPANY ,
Comp. Sci. E.E. , M .E ., Ma1h ., & Comp . Sci., Chem . E., M .E . , Math,
P hys.
Phys .
ROGE RS CO RPO RAT ION
BS·Chem .E., E.E., M .E.
NASA/ Langley Research Center
Comp. Sci. , Chem. E. , E. E ., M .E . ,
'
NOVEMBER 6, 1985
Mat h. Phys.
NOVEMBER 5, 1985

AIR PRODUCTS AND
C HEMICAL INC.
BS/ MS·Chem . E.
CELANESE CORPORATION
Chem .E. , Chem . M .E .
DIGITAL EQUIPMENT
CORPORTION

NASA/ Lewis Research Center
Comp . Sci., Chem . E .. E .E., M.E.,
Math, Phys.
NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS
ENGI NEER-ING STATION
E.E., M .E .
'
•

91 Know precisely what job you are

log and Placement, 2nd Floor,

applying for ; d o~ 't suggtst you will
accept ;a nything 3\'aila ble.

•.
•.

ication
form, be certain that it is filled out
completely and oeatly. A messy ap-plication can create as bad anl impr~
sion as personal untidiness.' Be ac·
cuarate and truthful in supplying in·
formation. Falsifyina an aj>J)lication
is grounds for discharae.

Remember you must be

7. Ask·kome defin~te questions abo ut
the agency. T1y tp avoid giving the
impres~ion that ypu just came in to
look over possib~lities , o r that y0u
hadn't )read the 11·1era1ure.

:·

ap~

~he· 1nterviFwer talk

first. Be
prepar~ to answer questions such as:
Why atl'e you inrei ested in the com·
pany? What are _your ambitions?
Where do .you exrect to be 10 years
from now?

• •

!!ATIENTION STUDENTS!!
(REMINDER) '
REGISTRATION FOR. THE
FALL ON-CAMPUS
RECRUITMENT PROGRAM
ENDS TODAY NOVEMBER
1, 1985. COME TO THE OFFICE OF CAREER
PLANNING ANI) PLACEMENT, 2ND FLOOR, STUDENT RESOURCE
CENTER;
C.B. POWELL BUILDING
IN ORDER TO "REGISTER.
•
HRS: 10:30A.M. - 3:00P .M.
BRING ID AND CURRENT
CERTIFICATE OF
REGISTRATION TO
PRESENT
FOR
MATERIALS.
'
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL 636-7513

11. If you are given an -

written by Ms. Henrietta Duncan,
Educational Placement Manu'.al 19'n .
Ms . Duncan is presently the
Associate Director at the Office of
Career. Planning at Howard
University.

nervou~ but speak

6. Let

'

Ari excerpt from ''InterviewiJg Tips''

Exp~ess confid) nee . You may be

•

•

I

15. Wait about a week and write a let·
ter to thank the employer for his/ her
time, counsel. and willingness to see
you, and explain in as few words as
possible your continuing interest in
the company.

4·. Greet your inte viewer by name as

5.

''

J.

Strat gies A ·M·ust
unpress1on.
I. Find out the e act time and place

•

•

.

Inter~iewing.
A Sood first im ression allows the
applicant and in ervicwcr to move
directly into investjgating job
possibilities, and a poo(onc can close
the door to any job opening that may
exist. The following tips are offered
~o helP: you mr' kc a good first

•

.B. Powell Building, Howard

10. Look your interviewer directly in·
the eye and keep doing it from t_ime
to tipe J during! your con versa.ion .
GooarCye contact expresses yo4r
since~ity, ale'rtness, interest and lack
of shyness.

I

Uolverslty .

•

'

"

'

I
The SMART MOVE!
Stanley H. Kaplan
PREPARATION FOR :

f l)

..
•

GMAT. LSAT. GRE[.
MCAT.DAT
.
. ·

244-1456

C all Days. Eveni ngs & Weekends

-H.

'

",

II
EDUCATIONAL
CENTER

•

,

ao1 carw:1 CllCUI A..., N..W.1
•

•
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~ Treat Y9ur
tr~in•ssion
I

'•

•

1

'

'

right!
I
11.45
TRANSMISSION TUNE
'l
UP SPECIAL INCLUDES:

•

•

"
•

·• Road Test• Remove the Pan• Visual insp0ction I
• Cjean sump and screen' •Adjust bands and Unkage'
• R~ace pan gasket and fluid .
.

•

Ren}ember this is a preventive maintenance service

ii

'°'

most domestic

and imported cars. 11 you already have transmission pot Iems. ask

a
.

t

our other reliat>'e services.
BPI*'..

I.

Mor...Fn 8AM-6F'M. S.t SAM· I PM
"I

'
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cOnVCJSC ' with

celebration on November l.

•

This will

and sonas from several countries .

The fundraising however, will· con·
tinue
beyond the close of the week of
• • •

The singer also stressed the imporMark McCreary
tance of an education in order to exHilltop taff Reporter
pedite certain areas of one's musica1
Those of yo who expected to ~ee career.
Being the down-to-earth perso~
Denise William at the School of Fine
that he is, Withers is one of t~e
Arts Tuesday afternoon might have
been disappoin(ed, as were most of smartest non-educated performers 1n
the music business. Withers said, ''I
her fan s.
The forum which eventually am a journeyman,!I have some successes and I have some failures." In
became: a serinar on . succes.s, listening to Withers, one would have
featured singer / songwriter 8111
to agree that there is no substitute for
'
Withers SandraI DeCosta, executive
ary ist ca.reer de~Velop_ment agent for bei~ ~r~cal;:,;..- - - - - - - - ,
the Columbia I be! of CBS Records,
al So presented a speech on the
develo pment of artist success and
careers.
I~
DeCosta tal~ed a~out the process
in '''hich an artist will go through to
dtvelop his carejer . She ~aid that once
the music is packaged, the record
company begin~ .t~ pr<!mote the a.rtist through pu~l1c1ty pictures, ra~10
La~1ra Mc(;aha stres.~ 1he importance or
interviews, corlcerts and press p1c1ures. The art is~ development consultant al so Stressrd the importance of
giooming. She ~ aid, ''People want to
see a well groopied artist ."
.
Bill \Vithers f!Ssumed the podium
aft e r DeCo s~a . Withers, with
his •' la i d - bac ~ •'!pe~.s onality , di sc u~ s 
ed his emot10f'\al involvement with
music. He sai9 , "One mu ~ t also be
Continued trom page 3
armed with an µnderstand~ng of t~e
pi:ocess 'that Can expedite one s have a financi'l aid .transcript
the federal government has ·
career .'' Withe~s s·aid that the profes- because
c:~lao11sneu a 1naJ1.t1l1u111 d111uunt or C lairborne said, and prior to that
.
siona l advice ~ f people, such as money you can' receive
a s an date a spring Finan cia l Aid
DeCosta is ''i ~ane nubbery'' .
undergraduate," she added .
Awareness Week y,•ill be held to
i\Vithe;s pos~esses an aire unlike
Honesty is of utmost importance answer questions.
most singers/ songwriters. His . ~r when filing the financial aid applica''Each student will be talked to
sonality is void~of the characteristics lions and the FAF fonn s, according priva1ely and given individuali zed ato ne might exp ct in a famous per- to Clairborne.
tention . ''
·
sonality. Withe s said, ''If it were left
''The federal government says
Outside the Financial Aid Office is
up to me , I'd rather drive around in there has been a lot of abuse and is a bulletin board with listings of out m y ,,.ife's statitbn wagon as opposed clamping down on fraud .' '
side scholarships and jobs. The office
!O a lin1ousine J••
The FAF form questions whether also has a boo k with li stings' of jobs
He ~tressed {hat the glamour sec- students have been dependant s of and sch olarships out side the univertor of the mu si ~ industry, such as the their parents or independant for tYt'O sit y relm .
lifnousine services, the happy aires year intervals.
In order to ha ve access to 1hat
and the chic parties are all promo- ·. ''Many students claim themselves boo k, student s are requ ired 10 lea ve
.
I ••put·onsI . ,,
t1ona
dependent one year and independent their certificate Of registration at the
. \Vithers sa i(i he feels that one the next year and that disqualifies desk. .
should be emotionally ii;ivolved in them .. .people who are dishonest are
' ' This is co prevenl people o u1 side
tl1eir music. ••pne needs .to employ always caught."
of the school from taking opporhim self in the art of making love to
The second deadline for submitting t unitie s away from Howard
his music," said Withers.
financial aid applications is April I, students," she said.

act1v1t1es.

When considering the worth of yet
another fundraising project, consider
these very pertinent faCts. First, the
fact that the media boinbardment of

late has deafened some among us,
. when it should have made us more
keenly aware of the need for some ac·
tion which, no matter how small in
proportion to other efforts, is always
better than the deaf ear next to us.

Second and simply, consider that
here oh this campus the cost of one
hot dog is SI. This SI' feeds a family •
of four in northern Burkina Faso for
two days, while here the same hot

dog holds the average person until the
next break between cl~ses. If

In

The Hilltop

636-6866

Blacks maintaining one's own properly .
I

l _______________..;,.____________:· ..-------------'

Financial Aid

-.

Las.tly,

include traditional African dlinccs

Why Not
Advertise

'!
"

another.

the week will close with a cultural .

•

ERTAINER§ SpEAk

'

one

Call For Dollar Campaign
'Seble Dawit
Special 10 The Hill1 op

from impossible.

The One Dollar Campaign for
. . Burkina Faso is divided into four difThe African S1uden1 s Assoc1at1on ferent functions, the drive itself, a
o f Howard Universit y officially
began it s fir st major project for the presentation about the country, an
1985-86 academic year on Monday, African Food Night, and a cultural
Oct . 21 . Wo rk was begun in mid- program. In each of the buildings on
September and details are still being campus there will be donation boxes
finali zed. The project is called the
One Dollar Campaign for Burkina set up along with register lists on
Faso.
which the donors will sign their
Aro und the country in the past names for recording purposes. All
year there have been many projects monies received will be accounted for
raising mo ney to a id African coun- and our records of the collection will
tries affec1ed by the drot1gh1 . Here at be announced. We will be taking this
Ho ward there l1as been at least one aspect of the program to other camsuch project. \Vh ile these program s puses and hope to bring people from
\verc in progre ss. the Afric3:n around the community here to
Students Associat io n (ASA) was still Howard for the other functions . The
being fo rmed and organized. Now following two programs are both
thot the ASA has reache~ a level of scheduled tentatively for Oct. 31. The
organizati on that allows it to ~c t first of these is a presentation of
cohesive! }' the members have dec1~  speakers and films on Burkina Faso.
ed, unanimously, to do wh~tever IS Speakers will include Charge d' Afin their capacity '? allev1at.e the fairs of Burkina . Faso, Melegue
troubles of their continent . While our Traore. Following the presentation
hopes and plans are ambitious, our there will be <in evening of African
determination has made them far Food and an opponunity to meet and

.

everyone were to give up that hot dog'
for one day, and given the population
at Howard at approxill).ately 11,000
and the rest is simple multiplication.
Finally and most imponantly, it i!
not simply a benevolent gesture fo1
us as Africans to mobilize and de
what we are able for our kindred, indeed, it is our duty and the nunuring spirit of our culture to share what
we have.
. We have several novel ideas about
how. to utilize the money for op·
timum yield and benefit and these
will be discussed at the general
meetings. The govern'ment of
Burkina Faso has extended its
welcome to the country and enthusiasm for our .effons. When the
campaign is completed, we hope to
deliver the money to the people of
Burkina Faso personally by sending
at least, two of our members to represent us. We ask everyone to join us
in our effort, keeping in mind that no
effort is too small and no gift less
generous than another. As the dates
for the programs are finalized we will
post fliers and notices. We meet
Fridays at S p.m: in Do·uglass Hall,
room B-21. We need people to help
in several areas /and invite you to
come and see what we are doing and
where you may be of assistance. That
our abilities are limited will in no Way
deter our concerted efforts· that we
need the added efforts of ~veryone
around us is unquestionable.
,
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can help in a lot of ways as you graduate:

f you've been wanttng the American

The Card can help you be ready .for bust·
ness. It's a must for travel to ~eet1ngs and
entertaining. And to entertam yourself.
you can use it to buy a new wardrobe for
work or a new stereo.
. .
The Card can alsQ help you esta.bhsh
your credit history, which can help in

Express°' Card for some time . th is is som e

'

•
•

•

ttme to apply
'
. all
d
-B ecause if you 're a senior, . you n~e
is to accept.a $10,000 career· or1e:nted Job.
·
That's 1t. No str ings. No gtmrruck s. .
(And even tf you don't have a JOb rtght
now d on 't worry. This offe r 1s still go~d fo r
.
d t ) Why ts
your future .
12 months
after you g ra ua e
So call 1-800-THE-CARD and .ask to h ave
A~m Pr1can Express making the Ca..rd::a:::::::: a Special Student Appl1cat1on sent
ltttlE-easier for seniors to.get?
... .. _ . _ _
to you. Or look for one on campus.
0
Well . to put it simply, we. b.e·
The Americ:an Ext'".11• Ced.
l1e\•e iI1 your futi.:re . ~nd this 15
l
Don't leave sch~l without it ...
11 s0Cll> •
311
a good time to show tt - for we
··--
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.How ~,o you think the General Assembly shQuld handle the status of
~ Emory Calhoun as BUSA president ?

I

I

•

Photos and text compiled by Robert .Frelow
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Quincy Murr~ll, Senior
Zoology, Columbia,

Carolina

Candace Campbell, Sophomore
Editing/ Manage!ment , Key West,
Florida

S01,;t h

f
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' ~ The situation with Emory

' ' ' The first
that I think the
GA should do is lo make the case
public: I read in The Hi//toP. lasl week
that his grades arc the way they are
because of personal problems. That's
fine and dandy , tiut I can't see any
reason being so pa'.r1icularly Personal
that •he student bod y wh ich elected
him cannot know . If the reasons arc
made public and I the student body
feels that they are legitimate, then I'm
sure v.·e'll stand behind him . Bu t i
they are the same problems o ther
student s have, then he shpuld, out o
'his responsibilitiesias a leader, resign.
If the GA does no t respect what h
says or if th ey [eally think that hi
grades are the i ssue then there i
nothing they can do o ther than ask
fo r his resignat ion .''

Calhoun needs' to be semi-cut and

dry. You (the GA) eithei let the man
drag the issue on or they handle the

business that t~ey are supposed to be

,
•

I

attending to . Either way, deal with
the (issue) stralght away so the man
{Emory) and his administration can
deal with the! ~usiness that needs to
be handled . W~ need a full -time person to effective;ly run our business. "

,

Margaret A. Vasquez, Junior
CORISS, Bronx, New York

Anthony Williams, Senior
Chemical Engineering, Newark,
New Jersey

Joe Gibson, Sophomore ,
Chemistry, Chicago, lllinois
•

''I feel that before any decision is

''I feel that the GA should.look at
some of the work that Emory, has
done thus far in office and the factors which lead to the situation he is

''I feel "that Emory Calhoun, as

made on the statµs of Emory

president of HUSA, has an obliga·

Calhoun, the issues , should be

tion to the Howard community to be

brought before the student body.

public with his actions. ijis position

After all, we elected him . If Emory's
academic standing is as previously
stated in The Hilltop, then he should
be for.ced to resign . As a leader, he
is expected to set good exa~ples for
others to follow. You cannot set a
good example for others if you are
not adhering to the guidelines set
forth for your position as a leader.''

presently in. They (tho GA) should
also look at what efforts he is making to deal with that Problem and
whether or not he can deal with that
and still maintain his responsibilities
as HUSA president. Those factors
should weigh in the decision the GA
comes to .''
' ·

is a stressful one where he is always
in the limelight. If he cannot disclose
his personal problems which arc affecting his leadership, then I feel he
should be removed or given a leave
of absence to get his personal problems together so that he might be
able to effectively run HUSA . ''

'
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TUESDAY, NOV. 5

•

'
'

''Bla<'k Politics: Life After the Jackson Campaign.''
Panelists:
'

Deroy Murdock - Senior, Georgetown University
Dr. Josephs McCormick - Professor ,'i>olitical Science .
Dr. R. Smith - Professor, Political Science, liU
Attn. Karen Lloyd - Pan African Revolution Socialist
•

Party

•

Undergraduate Library Lecture Hall, at 7:00
p.m •
•
•

Wednesday, Nov. 6
•

at Student Involvement . in the Political
''A Look
.
'

•

System''

'
''A Look at HR 2320''

l+-t-+- •

I

What Is it? Who does it benefit?
•

'

'

Tubman Quadrangle, Baldwin Lounge at 7:00 p.m.

~nd

Wed. and Thursday, Nov. 6

\

University
kstore
B oo
J:J 535-6657 I
Tubman Qua ,
'

°''A Call for Liberation!''
'

7

L

•

f

•'O.... these two days the ·H9ward University Student

'

~ation

urges the Howard Student Body to .come
'

to the BUSA office (Rm. 102 Blackbum) to call their .
senaton and representatives and dema.nd that 'hey ·

"'

-

•

take a position to stop- U.S. investments in South

,

'

•

'

.

'

Africa. TO MAKE ntJS WORK, WE NEED YOUR
'

Contact: Sherri
•

•

'
•

Bryant 636-7007

I

'

•
•

I'

I

'

.•

•••

'
•

I

I

Applications arc invited for Graduate
Interns: School of Education/ Room
124. Must be currently enrolled in a
graduate degree program at ,Howard
University . To apply call Mrs .
Pauline Harris at 636· 5781 1

General
California Stud nt Association
Presents
1

Lecture Series
Alpha Phi Alpha Fratern;ty,_ Inc.
California Weck
Beta Chapter Present
I
Nov. 4th-8th
'
EGYPTOLOGY: Know Th. self-and
•Rec-Nite
History, Part II
, •Movies
Speaker: Tony Browder
•Tiivla Games
1
Locke Hall-Room 105
"'Reception
Membership Dfive Daily from IO Wednesday, Nov. 6
a.m . to 3 p.rp. in Lower Level 7:30 p.m.

Blackbur11;. Dof:'t Miss Out!!
_
Do you need to party? Are you tired Come and witness the Howard
of searching for excitement? Come to University Gospel Choir's ministry·in
an after Hallowren Party. There'll be
an~.

live imusic

Tonight, secon

minimal damage.

floor, Engineering

Building.

EXCELLENT earning opportunity
for you. Wor at your convenience

in your own

n~ighborhood

showing

a new holistic s'kin care program. In-

quire now. No experience necessary.
Call 759-6132 .
Need English t,u ition? Worried about
exams? For hc1p in essay writing, improving spoken English, literature

and any othef individual problems
you may have with English, call an
experienced ieacher : Ms. Landau
(B.A , H ons. London) o n 232-5875.

,.

song on Sun. Nov . 3 at New Bethel
Baptist Church, 9th and S Streets,
N .W . at 7:00 . Free.
[

THE HOWARD UNIYERSITY
SBPA STUDENT COU!t!CIL, IN
CONJUNCTION WITH '!HE H .U.
SMALL BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT CENTER PRESENTS "A
SALUTE TO BLAC K B 1 S!NESS"
MINI-CONFERENCE TO BE
HELD ON WED . NOV . 13 THRU
FRI . NOV . 15 . •K,E YNOTE
SPEAKERSINCLUDEJ. BRUCE
LLEWELLYN,
OF
FEDCO
FOODS, CORNELL MCBRIDE OF
M&M PRODUCTS, AND MACEO
A . SLOAN OF N.C . /MUTUAL
LIFE INSURANCE cgMPANY .
FORFURTHERINFO. ONTACT
1
THE SBPA STUDENT lCOUNC IL
OFFICE AT 636-5116 .

The Brother of Alpha Phi Alpha
Fraternity, In . Beta Chapter present
"SCREAMS OF PASSION" on
Nov. 9 at St ] Steven's Church 16th
.• . & Newton St 1 N.W . 9 p.m. to 3 a .m. Phi Beta Lambda. future Business
Damage: $3:50
Leaders of America will !have an im·
' •••••••••••
:a..
portant meeting on Wed . Nov. 6 at
• TOGA lV .. . /. ..... lS COMING !!!!
5:40 p.m . in the School of Business
Mll,lYLAND
CLUB Faculty Lounge (rm . 585) . All
members and interested persons are
PRESENTS~ L. WILLIAMS .
''An Entrep neurship and Training urged to attend . lndu.:tion Ceremony
is coming soon!

•

TH~

f'\.

Seminar''

,

Jobs art; av ·1able for Seniors.
Thursday, ov. 7.
~c hOol of B sin~ Auditorium

N.O.B.U.C.S., Th S national
organization of Black University and
College students, will ~old its next
, 11ention! ! Learrl. H ow To Cope general body meeting Of1 Thurs . Nov.
\Vith Stress. Find Ou\ How To Com· 7 at 7:00 p .m . in the Human Ecology
bat 1the Ma y Pressures of College Audito rium .
Life!
The Sopho~ore Class of the Liberal The Liberal Arts Student Council will
Arts Student Council is sponsoring a hold its General Bodyj Meeting on
''Stiress Mafiagement Seminar'' on Wed . . Nov . 6 at 7 p .m . in the
Wed. Nov ~ 13 at 4 p.m . in the Blackburn Forum. All /Liberal Arts
Blai:kburn forum .
students are encourageid to attend .

MUCH THANKS to the MEN of
PHI BETA SIGMA FRATERNITY,
INC. ALPHA CHAPTER, for giving me your . support at the VIP
POST HOMECOMING PARTY
your presence made my ac·
complishments more worthwhile!!!
Love, Judith Klein
AAH-OOH-AAH ! !!
CO NGRATULAIONS to the
LADIES .of ALPHA CHAPTER,
ZETA PHI BETA SORORITY,
INC. on their magnificent PRE·
RUSH! You are truly the EPITOME
OF EXCELLENCE!!! WE ARE
EVEN MORE IMPRESSED WITH
YOU.
The 1985-86 IZ/ BEAU COURT
FACULTY·STUDENT'S
TAJ Book Servicc·A student owned
and operated enterprise is paying
caSh for used and unwanted text
books with resale market value. For
details contact Tim Jones at (202)
722·0701. Thanks for supporting a
student enterprise.

Students are invited to attend a
meeting of the International Students
Club. Nov. l from 5-6 p.m. in the
Blackburn Center Forum. Interested
persons please attend.

K.G.
.
Our relationship has been aiven
another chance. Pray that the Lord
gives us. the strength, dctcnnination
and understanding that it takes for
our lave to nurture, and make what
we have everlasting.
Ours is love that knows no barriers
Ours is a love that withstood the test
of time
Ours is a love that only you and I
could possibly understand.
M.L .S.
To: Joe Davidson of The Wall Street
Journal
Thank you for your assistance last
week. Kindness is never forgotten .
The Hilltop Staff

Personals

ATTENTION ALL TALENTED
PERSONS!!!
THE DANCE CONNECTION, the
internationally syndicated dance
show, will be back in the TV station
very soon!! AUDITION now for a
spot on the new shows for this FALL
SEASON!!! Lansburgh Cultural
Arts BUILDING, 4207th St. N .W.,
Wed. Night at 7:30 p .m .
The Inst ructional Materials Center
(l:M .C.) of the School of Education
in
co njunction
with
the
Undergraduate Media Center will
present a film series on South Africa.
1t will be held on Nov. 5. 7 in the
· Undergraduate Library Lecture
Room . On Tues. Wed . and Thurs .
from 12:30 to l :30 the following
film s will be shown respectively:
Generations of Resistance, South
Africa Belongs to Us, and The
Discarded People.

-

WANl'TO BE SUCCESSFUL?
GET TO KNOW JESUS, THE KEY
THE MARYLAND CLUB IS
TO SUCCESS.
Come to the Baptist Student Union SPONSORING A DAIQUIRI PAR·
meetings-on Wednesdays at S: IS p .m . TY TONIGHT NOVEMBER !ST
AT 334 U . . ST. NW (ACROSS
in the Rankin Chapel basement .
FROM SLOWE HALL), FROM 10
ATTENTION ALL SINGERS, P .M.-UNTIL, THE COST IS Sl.00.
CO MEDIANS,
AND
PER- BE THERE! FOOD, DRINKS ,
FORMERS OF ANY TALENT!!! AND A LIVE D .J.!!\
The Brothers of PHI MU ALPHA
SINFONIA, Professional Men of . The Ladies of Alpha Chapter
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority l
Music invite all to come audition for · and
· ·
' nc .
o ur 1985 Talent Showcase/ Coffee
House to be held Nov. 14 in the The Men of Beta Chapter Alpha Phi
Punch Out. Auditions will be held Alpha Fraternity, Inc. Present
Tues . Nov . 5 and Wed . Nov . 6 fro'm A Health Fair
6 to 8 p.m . at the Phi Mu Alpha of· Saturday, Nov . 2
fi ce, Room S· B47 in the lower .level 12:00 p.m .-3:00 p.m . .
of the College of Fine Arts. COME Blackburn Center Ballroom
PLAY WITH US!!
Wondering where to go this
Abortion .. ~
springbreak? Information on lux·
Where do you stand?
uriOus trip tq Nassau (at reasonable
The Charles H . Houston Pre.Law price) com ing soon!! !
Society presents "THE QUESTIONS
OF ABORTION : AN ANALYSIS Much Thanks to the Men o f Phi Beta
OF ROE VS.WADE" on Wed . Nov. Sig ma Fraternit y, Inc. Alpha
6 fro m 6 p.m .·9 p.m . Room to be Chapter , for giving me your support
announced .
at the VIP POS:r HOMECOMING
PARTY your presence made my acINTERNATIONAL STUDENTS: complishments more worthwhile!!
Love
Judith
Klein
EMPLOYEMENT
AAH-OHH-AHH! ! !
OPPORTUNITY

To· Desmond ''Buckey'' Taylor,
Well Buckey our 4th year 'anniversary
is almost here. Isn't l that gr.eat!!!
We've had our ups and downs like
every normal couple at Howard, but
unlike most couples at Howard, we
are successfuly making it. You've
been wonderful all these years . Please
don't ever change.
Yo..,r Angel,
Connie Hitchcock ·

HEY C GIRL
The moon has· been shining bright,
You and I should have shared the
sight. I still want to squeeze you tight .
How long shall thou .be grudgeful? I
miss your company.
·
NATURE BOY

To Janice Kelly and rest of my Track
Team mates,
GOOD LULCK at the MEAC
Championship. Run fast and make
those other teams cat the dirt off of
the back of your shoes.
Your TracK Sister,
Connie Hitchcock
P .S. GO GUMBI GO!!!

To: Tony of the · WHMM Art
Department.
Thank you for your ~sistance last
wcekl. Kindness is never forgotten.
The Hilltop Staff

Terryln
Lisa
Curry--CONGRATULATIONS!! l speack
for all H.U . Toastmasters in saying
how proud I am of your winning the
Area 66 Humorous Speech Contest.
Best of luck tonight as you represent
Area 66 in the Division F contest.
We're Qehind you!!
_,.
Carlton

De8.r Thamani,
Hello Baby! What's the scene? You
are so fly, wish you were mine. You
arc the prettiest 18 year old around .
I wish you were mine .
Love, SPIDER

To: THE OBJECT OF MY
DESIRE,
What started out as innocent b.s. has
turned into a wonderful adventure!!
Thanks for the great b.m. and
remember your secret's ssafe with
me.
Signed, The Hedonist
P .S . Who needs Arthur? We have
each other!!

Happy Belated Birthday Carla!!
Love, Ya
. ...;
Mark and Kenny .
Happy Birthday Paul Blakely!!!
The Palsgraf vs. L.1.11,ailroad Crew.
'.'

Ms . Val, you sure looked nice at llhe
Party!!! Too bad no one took pictures, but all of w who mattered saw
your METAMO"-PHOSIS!lll!
Love Judy K.

Bright Eyes,
The list is almost complete . Will you
go with me to the movies tonight? I
miss you, but thoughts of you keep
our ''Spirit'' alive .
Love, Sad EyCs
•

'

I

Hey C Girl
The moon has been shining bright,
You and I should have shared the
sight. I still want to squeeze you tight .
H~w long .shall thou be grudgeful? I
nuss your company.
Nature . Boy

D .R .S.
Halloween is like riding a bike. I
haven't forgotten. Waiting to talk .
Pretty G.
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